
INTRODUCTION

It was a great surprise but a very great

privilege to be invited to give this lecture to

the RMLA Auckland branch members

earlier this year. The topic is certainly one of real

interest to me, and I hope it will prove of value

to you. With the agreement of Principal

Environment Court Judge Bollard I have been

encouraging the use of restorative justice

processes in a few RMA cases. Two have been

completed and others are in the pipeline either

here or in the Waikato. There is the potential for

a greatly increased use of this approach.

DEFINITIONS OF 
RESTORATIVE JUSTICE

Iwill assume that many of you know little or

nothing about restorative justice, and so the

first task is to explain that concept, and to

refer to the provisions of the Sentencing Act 2002

that now support it in New Zealand. In this part I

draw on material I wrote for an NZLS travelling

seminar on that Act in 2003. I commend the

seminar booklet for a fuller account. 

The term “restorative justice” is not defined in

any New Zealand legislation. The omission of a

definition from the Sentencing Act 2002 was

deliberate, the Select Committee recognising

that it is a developing concept and that it could

be unhelpful to shackle it to a particular

formula.

Galaway and Hudson Restorative Justice:

International Perspectives (Criminal Justice Press,

Monsey, New York, 1996) analyse the essential

elements of restorative justice as follows:

Three elements are fundamental to any

restorative justice definition and

practice. First, crime is viewed

primarily as a conflict between

individuals that results in injuries to

victims, communities, and the

offenders themselves, and only

secondarily as a violation against the

state. Second, the aim of the criminal

justice process should be to create

peace in communities by reconciling

the parties and repairing the injuries

caused by the dispute. Third, the

criminal justice process should

facilitate active participation by
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victims, offenders and

their communities in order

to find solutions to the

conflict. (p2)

The Select Committee’s

commentary to the Sentencing and

Parole Reform Bill included a

description of restorative justice

provided by the Restorative Justice

Network (a New Zealand

association) as follows:

Restorative justice involves

community-based

processes, which offer an

inclusive way of dealing

with offenders and victims

of crime through facilitated

meetings. They provide a

forum in which offenders

can take personal

responsibility for their

offending. Restorative

processes empower victims

by inviting them into the

heart of the criminal justice

process. Victims are given a

positive, safe environment

in which key questions can

be answered and healing

can begin. These processes

focus on accountability and

seek to repair the damage

done by crime by applying

a practical response and,

where fitting, appropriate

sanctions. They also create

the possibility of

reconciliation through the

practice of compassion,

healing, mercy and

forgiveness.

WHAT RESTORATIVE
JUSTICE IS NOT . . . 

One of the most influential

writers on restorative

justice, and a frequent

visitor to New Zealand, is Professor

Howard Zehr, Director of the

Conflict Transformation Program of

Eastern Mennonite University,

Virginia, USA. In The Little Book of

Restorative Justice (Good Books,

Intercourse, Pennsylvania, 2002) Dr

Zehr helpfully sets out nine negative

propositions about restorative

justice. (To these I will add a further

two.)

Restorative justice is not

primarily about forgiveness or

reconciliation

Forgiveness or reconciliation are

sometimes outcomes of restorative

processes (and commonly are when

apologies have been received), but

they are not the objective and there

should be no expectation of such

outcomes in any particular case.

Restorative justice is not

mediation

In the New Zealand context

restorative processes usually

involve a facilitated, face-to-face

meeting between victim and

offender with their relevant support

people and often with one or more

community representatives present.

Although there are several points of

parallel between restorative justice

in the criminal context and

mediation or alternative dispute

resolution in the civil context,

victim and offender are not

involved in settling a “dispute”. As

Dr Zehr points out, the neutral

language of mediation may be

misleading and even offensive in

many cases.

Restorative justice is not

primarily designed to reduce

recidivism (repeat offending)

Although there are good reasons to

believe that restorative justice

approaches will reduce offending

rates, and there is some helpful

research to this effect, this is not the

reason for operating restorative justice

programmes. As Dr Zehr puts it:

Reduced recidivism is a

byproduct, but restorative

justice is done first of all

because it is the right thing

to do. Victims’ needs

should be addressed,

offenders should be

encouraged to take

responsibility, those

affected by an offense

should be involved in the

process, regardless of

whether offenders catch
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on and reduce their re-

offending. (p10)

Restorative justice is not a

particular programme or a

blueprint

Restorative justice is an approach

to dealing with the effects of crime,

and not a specific programme. As

will be seen, restorative processes

can result in a variety of outcomes

and make use of different

programmes. All models are to

some extent culture-bound, so

restorative justice needs to be built

from the bottom up, by

communities in dialogue assessing

their needs and resources and

applying the principles to their own

situations. As Dr Zehr expresses it,

“restorative justice is not a map,

but the principles of restorative

justice can be seen as a compass

pointing a direction” (p10).

Restorative justice is not

primarily intended for

comparatively minor offences

or for first-time offenders

In some places overseas restorative

justice has been introduced only for

minor offences or as a form of

diversion for first-time offenders.

New Zealand has a longer

experience of restorative justice than

most countries and experience has

shown that restorative approaches

may have the greatest impact in

more severe cases. The greater the

harm done, the greater the need for

healing for all those affected. A type

of restorative conferencing (family

group conferences) has operated for

young people in New Zealand since

1989. All crimes except murder and

manslaughter can be referred to

family group conferences. The first

restorative conference for adults was

held in 1994 and since then a

number of initiatives for adults have

been undertaken, by no means

limited to minor offending. The

current Ministry of Justice pilot

operating in four district courts

covers moderately serious offending,

including eg aggravated robbery.

(Domestic violence is excluded from

the pilot, primarily because of

concerns about victims being

coerced into reaching agreement.)

Restorative justice is not a new

or North American 

(or New Zealand) development

Dr Zehr notes (p11) the modern

field of restorative justice developed

in the 1970s in North America but

the movement owes a great deal to

earlier experiences and to a variety

of cultural and religious traditions.

He acknowledges a special debt to

the indigenous peoples of North

America and New Zealand. His

earlier work Changing Lenses: A New

Focus for Crime and Justice (Herald

Press, Scottdale, Pennsylvania,

1990) emphasised the Old

Testament roots of restorative

justice, particularly the concept of

shalom. 

Restorative justice is neither a

panacea nor a replacement for

the legal system

To adapt and amplify what Dr Zehr

says under this heading, it should

be stressed that restorative justice

does not do away with the

adversary system, which is needed

for resolving disputed charges.

Even in the context of sentencing,

restorative justice could not apply

in all situations. It requires willing

participants, for a start. It requires a

clear acknowledgement of

responsibility on the part of the

offender. It requires a legal system

to be able to implement many

restorative justice outcomes. A

sound, central legal system is also

needed as a backup and guardian of

basic human rights.

Restorative justice is not

necessarily an alternative to

prison

Western society, and

especially the United

States [with New Zealand

second in the statistics],

greatly overuses prisons. If

restorative justice were

taken seriously, our

reliance on prisons would

be reduced and the nature

of prisons would change

significantly. However,

restorative justice

approaches may also be

used in conjunction with,

or parallel to, prison

sentences. They are not

necessarily an alternative

to incarceration. (p12, 13)

New Zealand’s experience with

custodial sentences bears out this

view of Dr Zehr. The Children,

Young Persons and Their Families

Act 1989 has from the outset

greatly reduced our reliance upon
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custodial sentences for young

people. In the adult context,

restorative processes have

sometimes:

●  assisted the courts in finding

alternatives to prison sentences

which would otherwise have

been imposed (as in Kalim v

Police unreported, High Court,

Auckland, A198/01, 4

December 2001, Glazebrook J);

●  been accepted as special

reasons under s 5 of the

Criminal Justice Act 1985 (as

in R v C unreported, Court of

Appeal, Wellington,

CA332/95, 28 September

1995);

●  resulted in suspended

sentences of imprisonment

when those were available, as

in Police v Walker unreported,

Auckland District Court, CRN

0004019057 and 9059, 12

June 2000, Thorburn DCJ;

● resulted in leave to apply for

home detention being granted

when it might otherwise have

been refused (see Feng v Police

unreported, High Court,

Auckland, A1127/02, 4

September 2002, Salmon J) – a

case to which I return later by

way of example; and

● resulted in a reduced term of

imprisonment, as in R v

Clotworthy (1998) 15 CRNZ

651 (CA), when the following

important guidance was given

by the court per Tipping J:

We would not wish this

judgment to be seen as

expressing any general

opposition to the concept

of restorative justice

(essentially the policies

behind ss 11 and 12 of the

Criminal Justice Act 1985).

Those policies must,

however, be balanced

against other sentencing

policies, particularly in this

case those inherent in s 5,

dealing with cases of

serious violence. Which

aspect should predominate

will depend on an

assessment of where the

balance should lie in the

individual case. Even if the

balance is found, as in this

case, to lie in favour of s 5

policies, the restorative

aspects can have, as here, a

significant impact on the

length of the term of

imprisonment which the

Court is directed to impose.

They find their place in the

ultimate outcome in that

way. (661)

Finally, even if a restorative

conference should make no

difference at all to the type and

length of sentence imposed, or if

the conference is held after

sentencing has taken place, it

should still have real value to the

participants by helping them

resolve issues and deal with

unanswered questions from the

past, and so to move forward in

their own lives.

Restorative justice is not

necessarily the opposite of

retribution

When writing Changing Lenses in

1990 Dr Zehr portrayed restoration

as the polar opposite of retribution.

This is no longer his view, and I

agree with his later position.

Retribution can be one way of

righting the balance that has been

disturbed by wrongdoing. Indeed

in New Zealand experience,

punishment (in the retributive

sense) plays some part in most

restorative justice agreements. The

difference is that punishment is not

the overriding objective. Instead

that objective is putting right the

wrong, encouraging accountability,

acknowledging the harm done to

(and the needs of) victims, and

finding positive solutions that will

make the community safer.

The Children,

Young Persons

and Their

Families Act

1989 has from

the outset greatly

reduced our

reliance upon

custodial

sentences for

young people
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To these nine “negative”

propositions of Dr Zehr can be

added two others.

Restorative justice is not a 

“soft option”

So long as the court retains

ultimate control over sentencing no

offender can expect a light

sentence. In any event, the

outcomes of restorative

conferences may well be more

demanding than what a court

would have required. Offenders

will often agree to such outcomes,

knowing that a court may impose

something less, because they want

to put things right with the victim.

More importantly, taking part in a

restorative conference itself makes

heavy demands on offenders. 

● They must accept

responsibility for what they

have done, which does not

always occur with a guilty

plea. 

● They have to be prepared to

face their victim and be

accountable in a very personal

way. They will experience the

hurt and even anger of their

victim. They will be asked

questions about what they did

and why they did it. They

cannot hide behind the usual

weak excuses – “it wasn’t my

idea”, “it’s just property”, “an

insurance company will pay”,

“I was drunk”, or “I couldn’t

afford to buy one”. 

● When given an opportunity to

respond to the victim they will

probably feel the need to make

some form of apology

(however inarticulate),

something they may never

have done to a victim before.

● They are likely to be asked

what they are going to do

about changing their lives to

make sure that others do not

become victims of their

offending.

Anecdotal evidence confirms that

most offenders attending a

restorative conference find this

much harder than the court

sentencing process where they can

leave it to their lawyer to talk, take

refuge in silence, and change

nothing about the way they

conduct their lives or view others.

Restorative justice is not

community justice

Restorative justice requires a strong

community base, and in turn helps

build a sense of community, but it is

not a way of handing the courts’

responsibility over the community.

In some adult diversion schemes

funded by our Crime Prevention

Unit, restorative justice principles

and practices are applied using a

panel of community members.

However their role is not to decide

penalties but to offer ideas and to

suggest resources within the

community that might be brought

to bear in a problem-solving way.

THE WIDER CONTEXT

Although New Zealand has

a prominent and respected

leadership role in the area

of restorative justice, this topic is a

truly international one which has

United Nations support and the

backing of legislation in different

countries. In July 2002 the

Economic and Social Council of the

United Nations adopted the

recommendations of the

Commission on Crime Prevention

and Criminal Justice concerning

restorative justice. This document

acknowledged a world-wide and

significant growth in restorative

justice initiatives. Member states

are encouraged to form national

strategies and policies aimed at

developing restorative justice and

promoting a culture favourable to

its use among law enforcement,

judicial and social authorities as

well as local communities.

More specifically, under Articles 10

and 17 of the European Union

Council Framework Decision of 15

March 2001, each EU Member

State must “put in place laws,

regulations and administrative

provisions” to promote the use of

restorative justice in appropriate

cases within their national law by

March 2006.

It is important also to realise that

developments in restorative justice

are not occurring in isolation from

other influences at work in western

societies. Elsewhere I have suggested

that restorative justice is part of four

wider transitions that are currently

underway. (“Restorative

Corrections?”, a paper presented to
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the fourth annual conference of the

International Corrections and Prisons

Association, 19-23 October 2002,

Noodwijkerhout, Netherlands):

First, there is a world-wide

movement towards the

recognition of victims’

rights, and – associated

with that – the need to see

criminal justice as

something more than a

two-party process of State

versus Defendant. Victims,

so long excluded from the

western model of justice,

lie at the very heart of

restorative justice.

Secondly, there is an

international trend

towards the

democratisation of

process and the

empowerment of the

community. This is part of

the tendency to reduce the

size and function of State

institutions, and to ensure

that in our emphasis on

professionalism,

professionals do not end

up owning the processes

they are employed to

serve. Restorative

conferencing insists that

solutions cannot be

imposed “from above” –

that we must listen to the

voices of those most

closely affected by conflict

and enable them to

influence outcomes.

Thirdly, there is a recent

and noticeable tendency

towards holistic

approaches to problems,

allowing spiritual and

emotional values to be

expressed, especially (but

not only) where indigenous

peoples are involved.

Restorative justice allows a

wide range of values and

needs to be expressed, and

culturally appropriate

procedures to be followed.

Finally, we are I believe

seeing a move from

procedural justice

towards substantive

justice. That is, we are

increasingly recognising

that justice is not just

about following fair

procedures (eg due

process, or the rules of

natural justice). Rather, it

requires us to produce

outcomes that are fair and

meet the needs of society.

PERCEIVED
INADEQUACIES 
OF THE TRADITIONAL
APPROACH TO
SENTENCING

These have been well

canvassed in the literature

but can here be briefly

summarised as follows, without

necessarily accepting each point.

● The failure to properly

acknowledge the place and

needs of victims.

● The domination of the process

by professionals, so that

ordinary people do not feel

engaged at a personal level, eg

in a process of apology and

reconciliation.

● The removal of the process

from the community that is

most affected by the offending.

● A reliance on the deterrent

effect of imprisonment that is

not supported by the

evidence.

● The lack of any obligation on

defendants to take responsibility

for offending – and the

encouragement some see in our

pleading system to “deny it and

see if you can get off”.

● The concentration of resources

in State agencies.

● A perceived lack of fairness in

procedures and outcomes.

● Inadequate incidence and

enforcement of reparation.

● A tendency to destroy rather

than restore dignity.

Restorative

justice allows a

wide range of

values and needs

to be expressed,

and culturally

appropriate

procedures to be

followed
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A LEGAL MIND SHIFT 
IS NEEDED

From all of the above it will

be apparent that for lawyers

– most of us!- who have

been accustomed to thinking only

in the traditional two-party way

(State v Defendant) and who have

previously regarded victims as little

more than complainants and

(possibly) witnesses, a different

approach will be needed in future.

Sentencing Act

The court is now required to take

into account the outcome of

restorative processes – see ss 8 and

10 of the Sentencing Act 2002.

When dealing with s 10 the Select

Committee made this mandatory

(substituting “must” for “may”),

observing that this was essential “if

restorative justice is to be a central

consideration in sentencing”.

Further, as we shall see, a number

of the statutory purposes of

sentencing reflect restorative justice

principles and are themselves

therefore an encouragement to

restorative justice practitioners to

take a different approach.

Parliament obviously did not regard

restorative justice as some

peripheral issue.

The procedural provisions of the

Act allow for adjournments for

options such as restorative justice

to be considered or a conference to

be held, adjournments for

restorative justice outcomes to be

implemented, and most

importantly the requirement in s 10

for any “offer of amends” to be

taken into account in sentencing.

These are all more fully explained

in the NZLS material.

Victims’ Rights Act

I will shortly point out that many

individual persons are now required

to be treated as victims under RMA

prosecutions. Section 9 of the

Victims’ Rights Act 2002 reinforced

Parliament’s intentions as expressed

in the Sentencing Act, by requiring

all judicial officers, defence lawyers

and prosecutors, court staff and

probation officers to encourage the

holding of a meeting between victim

and offender “to resolve issues

relating to the offence” – provided

that the victim and offender agree,

the resources are available for

holding such a meeting and a

meeting of that kind is practicable

and appropriate. Whilst s 10

provides that such a responsibility

(to encourage the holding of victim-

offender meetings) is not legally

enforceable, it is nevertheless

amongst the principles that should

guide the treatment of victims.

Vindication of the victim

Additionally, lawyers and others

involved in sentencing need to

understand the fundamental nature

of the ground shift upon which

restorative justice is built. This may

be best summed up in one sentence

written five years ago by Dr Nigel

Biggar of Oriel College, Oxford in

his essay “Can we reconcile peace

with justice?”: “… justice is

primarily not about the

punishment of the perpetrator

but rather about the vindication

of the victim.”

As Dr Zehr puts it in The Little Book

of Restorative Justice:

A primary goal of both

retributive theory and

restorative theory is to

vindicate through

reciprocity, by evening the

score. Where they differ is

in what each suggests will

effectively right the

balance ...

Retributive theory believes

that pain will vindicate,

but in practice that is often

counterproductive for

both victim and offender.

Restorative justice theory,

on the other hand, argues

that what truly vindicates

is acknowledgment of

victims’ harms and needs,

combined with an active

effort to encourage

offenders to take

responsibility, make right

the wrongs, and address

the causes of their

behaviour. By addressing

this need for vindication

in a positive way,

restorative justice has the

potential to affirm both

victim and offender and to

help them transform their

lives. (p58,59)

The term “vindication” is an

interesting one. According to The

New Shorter Oxford English

Dictionary it can refer to the action

of avenging or revenging a person

or wrong, or it can refer to clearing

someone of blame, criticism or

doubt, justifying a person,

defending against encroachment or



interference. The ambiguity is

helpful because all of those aspects

can be part of a proper response to

criminal offending. What is new is

the emphasis on the victim’s

perspective – the “vindication of

the victim”. Dr Zehr has an

interesting comment on this in his

chapter in “Journey to Belonging”

in ed Elmar GM Weitekamp and

Hans-Jurgen Kerner, Restorative

Justice: Theoretical Perspectives

(Willan, Devon, UK, 2002):

My work with victims

suggests that the need for

vindication is indeed one

of the most basic needs

that victims experience; it

is one of the central

demands that they make

of a justice system. I’ll go

out on a limb, in fact, and

argue that this need for

vindication is more basic

and instinctual than the

need for revenge; revenge,

rather, is but one among a

number of ways that one

can seek vindication.

What the victimizer has

done, in effect, is to take

his or her own shame and

transfer it to the one

victimized, lowering them

in the process. When

victims seek vindication

from justice, in part they

are seeking reciprocity

through the removal of this

shame and humiliation. By

denouncing the wrong and

establishing appropriate

responsibility, the justice

process should contribute

to this. However, if we

vindicate the victim by

simply transferring that

shame back to the

offender, we are repeating

and intensifying the cycle.

In order to progress on

their journeys, both victim

and offender need ways to

replace their humiliation

with honor and respect.

Shame and humiliation

must at least be removed

and ideally be

transformed. This does not

easily happen within the

retributive framework of

our criminal justice

systems. (p28,29)

Undoubtedly a punitive sentence is

one form of vindication of the

victim. Some people may not have

thought there was any other.

However victim researchers like Dr

Zehr and Dr Shirley Julich support

a wider view. The Massey

University November 2002 hui

series referred to above, in which

both participated, established that:

● Very powerful vindication for a

victim is hearing an offender

acknowledge that they have

wronged the victim. That

personal acceptance of

responsibility is of greater

value to a victim than a court

finding which the offender

disputes or does not

acknowledge. 

● However, regardless of the

offender’s attitude, public

acknowledgement of injury is a

basic form of vindication. Dr

Biggar, now Professor of

Theology at the University of

Leeds, puts it well in more

recent writing (Nigel Biggar, ed,

Burying the Past: Making Peace

and Doing Justice after Civil

Conflict (Georgetown University

Press, Washington DC, 2nd &

revised edition, forthcoming in

2004).

To suffer an injury and have

it ignored is to be told,

effectively, “what happens to

you doesn’t matter, because

you don’t matter”.

Therefore, to have it

acknowledged is to have

one’s dignity as an equal

member of a human

community affirmed. (p20)

● Victims also feel vindicated

when their needs are

addressed; but they feel an

injustice when they are used

merely as a means of finding

the right outcome for offenders

and addressing offenders’

needs. Treating victims’ needs

as important in their own right

is part of their vindication

through restoration to dignity.

● Victims are often made to feel

they are at fault for allowing

themselves to have been

Resource Management Journal 8
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offended against, or for

continuing to suffer the effects

of crime; therefore they are

vindicated when it is

acknowledged that they were

not at fault, that their questions

are fair ones and that their

needs deserve attention – some

would say, prior attention. As

Dr Biggar puts it, “victims, not

their oppressors, have first

claim upon the attention and

resources of succour”. (p26)

● Victims have their own needs to

discover the truth – about “what

happened, why it happened,

and who was responsible” (Dr

Biggar, p20). Getting answers

directly from offenders helps

serve this purpose and the

process of vindication,

especially where offenders

possess unique information.

Other sources of information are

also valuable. The parents of Bali

bombing victim New Zealander

Mark Parker spoke to a

bystander who was the first

person to help their son,

tending to him after he lost his

lower limbs. Mark’s mother was

quoted in New Zealand Herald

on 23 January 2003 as saying,

“We have been fortunate to find

out what has happened ...A lot

of families will never know what

happened to their loved ones,

which is pretty gut-wrenching

stuff.” (A9)

● Dr Julich stresses that victims

also feel vindicated when their

community hears the truth

about the offending and the

offender, especially when this

is a community which has

allowed the offending to occur

and to which both offender

and victim must return.

And so ...

It is becoming clear that we lawyers

have for too long tended to

overlook the primary need of

victims for vindication, or we have

felt that they are vindicated by the

sentence that is imposed. Victims

themselves do not see it so

narrowly. They feel that the

traditional system has largely

ignored their interests or used them

as a tool in finding the right

outcome for the offender. Our pre-

occupation with the punishment of

the offender has blinded us to the

position of victims and created a

serious imbalance in the justice

system. It is time to move beyond

our nineteenth century procedures

and attitudes and restore the

balance. The new legislation

requires no less.

AN EXAMPLE OF THE
WAY IN WHICH A
RESTORATIVE
CONFERENCE CAN
ASSIST A COURT IN
SENTENCING

It is often difficult for a court to

assess things like the degree of

remorse experienced by a

defendant or the sincerity of an

apology, or to understand a

victim’s feelings about the case.

The report of a restorative

conference can make such aspects

real to the court in a way that other

means, eg victim impact

statements, simply cannot. As one

illustration take this extract from

the decision on appeal in Feng v

Police (High Court, Auckland,

A1127/02, 4 September 2002,

Salmon J):

[17] In the present

case a factor telling against

the appellant is his driving

record. However, that is, in

my view, not sufficient on

its own to justify a refusal of

leave [to apply for home

detention]. There is no

doubt that the appellant has

displayed extreme remorse

for his actions. He attended

a restorative justice

conference. The facilitator

of that conference records

in his report the appellant’s

expressions of remorse. The

report records that the

appellant missed his friend

and that every night he

cried in bed and that he felt

it was unfair that he was still

alive when his friend was

gone. He said that he was

very, very sorry and was

willing to receive whatever

punishment was coming. 

[18] In response

to that, the mother of the

dead young man said:

We are not here to punish

you or judge you. That is

for the law to decide.

We lawyers have
for too long
tended to
overlook the
primary need of
victims for
vindication
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She said she hoped that

the appellant would have a

good future.

[19] The facilitator records,

under the head of

Conference Outcomes, that

the family of the deceased

acknowledged the

appellant’s remorse and

accepted his apology. The

family said they were open

to future visits by the

appellant to their home,

especially to see the album

that they had compiled on

their son’s life. The appellant

made arrangements to

contribute to a trust which

the parents have set up in

memory of their son.

APPLYING THESE
PRINCIPLES TO 
THE RMA

Isuggest that restorative justice is

fundamentally compatible with

the RMA and can have at least

equal application there. In its civil

jurisdiction the RMA has wide rights

of participation, extensive community

involvement especially through

District and Regional Councils, a

structure which is partly inquisitorial,

an emphasis on achieving positive

outcomes for the future, and an

acceptance of the place of mediation.

The problem is that little of that has so

far been translated in to the

prosecution side. The Sentencing Act

2002 now makes that possible where

restorative justice processes are used. 

There is now an excellent High Court

decision that deals with the

Sentencing Act in an RMA context

and shows how the old Machinery

Movers factors are now largely

subsumed within the purposes and

principles of the Act. The decision is

Selwyn Mews Ltd v Auckland City

Council (High Court, Auckland, CRI-

2003-404-159, 30 April 2004,

Randerson J). However restorative

justice aspects of the Act are not

covered and did not arise in that case.

Who is the victim?

The first instinct may be to say that

in RMA cases the victim is the

environment that has been

damaged, and the Act has ample

provision for “reparation” to be able

to be ordered, by way of

“remediation” enforcement orders

under s 314. This much is very

true, at least in the sense that the

injury at the forefront of the

prosecution process is the injury to

the environment that we are

enjoined to sustain. This is the basis

of Machinery Movers.

However, we are now required by

the Victims’ Rights Act 2002 to

have regard to individual persons as

victims. This was not previously so,

for the earlier legislation (Victims of

Offences Act 1987) related to the

victims of “criminal” offences – see

its long title and the definition of

victim in s 2. Few seem to have

noticed that the new Act is

concerned with the treatment and

rights of the “victims of offences” –

it is not limited to criminal

offences. Further the definition of

“victim” in s 4 includes not just a

person against whom an offence is

committed, but 

“... a person who, through,

or by means of, an offence

committed by another

person, suffers physical

injury, or loss of, or

damage to property; ...

In Auckland City Council v North

Power Ltd (Auckland District Court,

CRN 3004510188, 27 May 2004,

McElrea DCJ) the defendant cut

down bush on private property

without a necessary resource

consent. The owners of that land

suffered both loss of and damage to

property, namely their trees. They

were therefore “victims” and the

obligation was on the prosecutor

under ss 17-22 of the Victims’ Rights

Act to obtain and submit to the

court a victim impact statement for

each victim. (All prosecuting bodies

need to take note of this obligation.)

Apart from those who suffer loss of or

damage to property, there are two

other categories of victims whose

rights are relevant in an RMA context.

First, the definition above includes

those who suffer “physical injury”.

This I read as distinct from

“emotional harm” – see part (b) of the

definition – and would include effects

sometimes complained of from

odours, such as headaches and

watery eyes, provided such effects are

not trifling or transitory. For a long

time the criminal law has defined

“injury” (eg for assault with intent to

injure) as meaning actual bodily

harm, and this can be any harm that

interferes with the health or comfort

of a person. It does not need to be

serious or permanent but it must be

more than trifling or transitory. I see

no reason why the term “physical

injury” in the present legislation

should be interpreted any differently. 
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Secondly, under s 20 the prosecutor

has a discretion to treat as a victim

(for the purposes of victim impact

statements) persons who are

“disadvantaged by an offence” – a

very wide phrase, which could

include those who claim to have

suffered a loss of value in their

property. (For myself I doubt that

such persons come within the

“damage to property” option.)

The result is that restorative justice

processes are supported now in non-

criminal offending by a fairly wide

definition of “victim”, and by virtue of

s 9 of the Act, as noted above, “all

judicial officers, defence lawyers and

prosecutors (and some others)

should encourage the holding of a

meeting between victim and offender

“to resolve issues relating to the

offence” – in suitable cases and

provided the facilities are available.

So restorative justice is something

more than an optional extra as far as

the legislation is concerned.

SETTING UP A
RESTORATIVE JUSTICE
CONFERENCE:

Who initiates a restorative

justice conference? 

The short answer to this

question is that almost

anyone can do so. The

Court may raise it, counsel may do

so, an informant may have already

discussed it with the defendant, or

the defendant or a victim may ask

for a conference to be held. The

Court’s assistance is only needed if

it is desired to take the outcome

into account in sentencing, and that

assistance is not some sort of leave,

but the chance for an adjournment

to allow the process to occur.

The process being entirely

voluntary, and requiring the

admission of an offence, the only

people whose consent is needed are

the defendant and the victims. A

restorative justice conference could

take place without the informant’s

participation, and many adult

conferences do so in criminal

matters – ie no police officer is

present, though they are always

invited. Police input is via the

Summary of Facts prepared for the

Court. I would hope that no

conferences would take place in

RMA matters without informants

taking part. The matters under

discussion tend to be more

complex than in criminal cases and

the informant has a real role to play

in providing information requested

by the meeting, assisting construct

a plan that it will be happy with as a

territorial authority, and possibly

also in monitoring outcomes.

Restorative justice facilitators

The obligation to encourage such

meetings created by s 9 of the

Victims’ Rights Act arises only if “a

suitable person is available to

arrange and facilitate” the meeting.

There are now within New Zealand

hundreds of trained restorative

justice facilitators. I am sure many

of the provider groups would be

keen to take on RMA cases. Their

charges are generally under $1,000.

The person who has facilitated both

of the completed RMA cases is

Deborah Clapshaw, who was

approached because of her

qualifications in both environment

law and mediation. Being a

practicing lawyer her fee structure

is higher than that of the restorative

justice provider groups who rely

largely on voluntary labour. I have

been most impressed by Ms

Clapshaw’s reports to the Court and

hope that she will be here to

contribute to the discussion the

benefit of her experience.

The responsibility for paying the

facilitator’s fees falls on those who

engage the facilitator, and usually

by agreement on the defendant.

There is no courts pilot funding for

RMA cases. Legal aid is sometimes

granted to pick up a facilitator’s fee

as a disbursement However,

provided the fee is paid by the

defendant and is a reasonable one

there is no reason why it should not

be taken into account as part of the

overall penalty, in the same way that

the court takes into account cleanup

costs and costs of the prosecution

under the principles provided by the

High Court in ARC v Interclean

Industrial Services Ltd. This I have

done in both of the completed cases

next mentioned.

So restorative

justice is

something more

than an optional

extra as far as

the legislation is

concerned
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Who should be invited to attend

a restorative conference?

Apart from the defendants

and the informant, the key

people are the victims – in

the wider sense now used in the

legislation. If some wish to take

part and others do not, it can still

proceed, but with the recognition

that it may have less value.

Community groups or

representatives are also very

relevant, and can contribute in

many ways – local knowledge,

suggesting solutions that would be

workable, and possibly as

monitors. Counsel are entitled to be

present but must understand the

different role they play. (See

Chapter 7 of the NZLS seminar

booklet.) It is up to the facilitator to

consult with the three main parties

about who else might be invited,

and to issue those invitations. A

good conference is likely to have 5-

10 people present and if the local

community has an interest in the

topic there may be several more, so

a suitable venue needs to be

arranged.

FIRST CASE STUDY

Irefer now to the two completed

cases to illustrate the

application of restorative justice

principles in the RMA context.

ARC v Times Media Ltd (Auckland

District Court, CRN 2084004885,

16 June 2003, McElrea DCJ) This

case involved fumes from a printing

works at Warkworth. The

conference outcome included these

elements: 

● apology (including a published

apology that was sought

because the defendant had

refused to publish letters to the

editor complaining about the

offending behaviour)

● a donation to the local college

for a native tree planting

project

● payment for ARC testing of

health factors 

● a planted barrier around part

of the site

● a new entrapment device

(previously agreed to) within

two months

● payment of ARC costs

WHAT DID THIS CASE
DEMONSTRATE? 

Sentencing purposes already met

Before imposing sentence I

acknowledged (para 20)

that the defendants had

been prepared to meet their victims

face to face, to make an apology,

and to be accountable for their

actions; they had acknowledged

their victims’ concerns and agreed

to a range of measures to try and

meet those concerns; and I said that

while the Court is here to see that

justice is done, some crucial

elements of justice had already

been fulfilled. I did not specify

those in the judgment but one

could consider that the purposes of

holding offenders accountable for

harm done, encouraging them to

take responsibility for that harm,

furthering the interests of victims,

protection of the community,

deterrence and denunciation – all

purposes of sentencing under s 7 –

were to some degree already dealt

with through the conference

process. That is the great strength

of the defendant after a successful

restorative justice conference.

Other sentencing factors referred to

in ss 8 and 9 including a plea of

guilty and remorse, were also

important to the conference.

More imaginative outcomes

It is the combined input of many

people, especially those most

affected, that produces the sort of

outcomes the court could not

impose and yet are very meaningful

to those involved. I suggest that

only some of these outcomes could

have been ordered under s 314, and

certainly not the first two or three,

and yet it was this combination that

was meaningful to the parties and

helpful to the Court.

Increased emphasis on discharges

with or without conviction

Section 11 of the Act requires the

Court in every case before

Apart from the

defendants and

the informant,

the key people

are the victims
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sentencing to consider whether the

defendant might be more

appropriately dealt with by a

discharge with or without

conviction, or an order to come up

for sentence if called on. In Times

Media Ltd I indicated that but for

the fact that the offending odours

had continued after the restorative

justice conference, the second

defendant (a director of the

company) would have been

discharged without a conviction. As

it was both he and the company

were fined and ordered to pay other

costs to give a total penalty of

$9,000 after making an allowance

of $4,000 on account of the

restorative justice conference itself.

A wider focus of responsibility

can be considered

Although there were no previous

convictions against either

defendant there was a long history

of infringements against the Act

and part of the residents’ concerns

expressed at the conference were

directed at the perceived failure of

the ARC to properly enforce the

requirements of the law. Indeed the

judgment comments at para 44 that

the defendants’ lack of previous

convictions “may be more a

reflection on the slowness of the

ARC to prosecute and its

willingness to continue dealing

with a persistent offender by way of

infringement notices and

abatement notices.”

It is not uncommon at restorative

justice conferences for the spotlight

to go on “officials” who the victims

feel have let them down, and I

suggest that this is a very healthy

and democratic feature, and makes

for a more accountable

enforcement regime.

Greater victim participation

A large number of local residents

turned up for the conference –

more than could be accommodated

in the room booked for the

occasion. It was significant that

some of the residents also attended

both parts of the sentencing

hearing – there having been an

indication of likely sentence, and

then an adjournment to allow the

plan to be carried out before

sentencing occurred.

Importance of monitoring 

of outcomes

The adjournment just mentioned

proved of real value for several

reasons. First, it allowed the

defendant to show that it meant what

it had said, and to complete the

process voluntarily. Secondly, it

transpired that some of the costs that

had earlier been estimated were in

fact over-estimated – by about

$13,000. If credit had been given at

sentencing based on those estimates,

no fine at all may have been imposed.

(Conversely, underestimates would

work against a defendant. It is best to

avoid estimates altogether.) Thirdly, it

provided an opportunity to see

whether the solutions put in place

were as good as they were expected to

be.

Every restorative justice conference

plan should make provision for

monitoring of the plan. In this case

the Court was supplied with a

report from the ARC as to the

completion of the plan.

SECOND CASE STUDY

The second completed case

is Waikato Regional Council v

Huntly Quarries Ltd

(Auckland District Court, CRN

2024011394,30 October 2003,

McElrea DCJ). This involved

discharges of dirty water from a

quarry into the Waikato River after

heavy rain. The conference

outcome included these elements:

● a donation to the Lower

Waikato River Enhancement

Society in lieu of a fine

● the informant supported this

outcome subject to a concern

that 90% of a fine would

normally be paid to it to help

cover its costs

● nothing else seemed to be

considered at the conference as

remedial steps had already

been put in place

The sentence imposed was a

discharge without conviction for

the second defendant (a director)

and the company was fined on one

charge $5,000. On the other

charges I indicated that a fine of

$10,000 would be appropriate but

the defendant was convicted and

ordered to come up for sentence if

called on within 6months; if the

defendant made a contribution of

$7,500 to the Lower Waikato River

Enhancement Society in that time

there would be no further action,
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otherwise the procedures for

recalling a defendant under s 111

were expected to be used and the

defendant would be re-sentenced. I

gather the donation was duly made.

What did this case demonstrate?

● Sentencing purposes already

met.

● More imaginative outcomes.

● Increased emphasis on

discharges with or without

conviction.

● Importance of monitoring.

The same comments as made above

under these headings for the first

case apply also here, with the

difference that one defendant was

discharged without conviction and

the other ordered to come up for

sentence if called upon.

Value of greater community input

In this case there were no

individual persons who came

forward as individually affected and

capable of being treated as victims

under the Act, but community

bodies represented at the

conference were the Huntly

Community Board, Waikato

Raupatu Trustee Company Ltd

(Tainui), the Lake Hakanoa

Walkway Trust, and the Lower

Waikato River Enhancement

Society. It was partly through the

acceptance by community

representatives of the great

contribution made by the second

defendant to the community in

environmental matters that a

discharge without conviction was

entered. 

Informants’ concerns about costs

You will have noticed this

expression of concern. It is a

natural one, because informants do

not receive 90% of donations to

community groups, or other such

expenditure. In this case the

informant did not seek costs as it

wanted to maximise the deterrent

effect of the sentence. However it

received under s 342 RMA 90% of

the $5,000 fine, ie $4,500.

It is inevitable that a decreased use

of fines is likely under restorative

justice processes, speaking in

general terms only. Informants will

hopefully see that the

corresponding direct benefits to the

community are worth such loss,

and in addition the informant can

be part of a more forward-looking

process.

LOOKING TO THE
FUTURE

Greater use of restorative

justice at sentencing

Speaking only for myself I

would like to see this process

used in a lot more cases. It is

likely to be most valuable where

there has been conflict within a

community, but should not be

limited to such cases. Indeed it

should not be restricted to any

particular type of case. We have not

even scratched the surface, and so

do not have enough evidence on

which to suggest what is best suited

to the process. 

Could restorative conferences be

done on a diversionary basis?

New Zealand’s Youth Justice

legislation allows for both court-

directed conferences and

diversionary conferences. The latter

are initiated by the police Youth Aid

section and convened by a Youth

Justice Coordinator. No

prosecution ensues if the FGC

agrees it is not needed and the plan

is carried out.

Some adult conferences are held on

a similar but non-statutory basis. I

believe that some of the Crime

Prevention Unit funded schemes

run by Safer Community Councils

are linked in to police diversion, in

which case the defendant appears

in court and there is an

adjournment for diversion to be

completed, with the charges being

withdrawn by leave of the court

after completion of the agreed

tasks. I believe some conference

New Zealand’s

Youth Justice

legislation allows

for both 

court-directed

conferences and

diversionary

conferences
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have been held without any charges

being laid at all – akin to the Youth

Justice diversionary FGCs. 

Speaking not as an Alternate

Environment Judge but as an

academic, I suggest that there is no

reason in theory why there should

not be diversionary restorative

justice conferences in RMA

matters. The police have guidelines

that rule out diversion for second

offences or for serious matters.

Similar factors would be relevant to

RMA cases. The need for such

diversionary processes is perhaps

not so great in view of the

availability of non-prosecutory

options available under the RMA

but not in criminal matters – in

particular, enforcement orders,

abatement notices and

infringement notices. I would have

thought though that there would

be room in a graduated scale of

responses for a diversionary

conference to be held where there

are actual victims involved, and

there is value to be had from a

community-based solution. 

However this may be to try to run

before we have walked. Personally

I would prefer to see several more

restorative conferences for

sentencing purposes, so that we

can have some assurance of

quality control and good practice,

before the Court is bypassed. At

least with the police diversion

model there are charges laid in

court, and a Judge can refuse to

grant leave to withdraw the

charges if s/he is not satisfied that

justice has been done. That type of

diversion might be a good place to

start.

Freedom from old shackles?

I am sufficiently immodest to close

with an excerpt about hopefulness

from a paper I gave in London in

2002 and which was used by Lord

Falconer, Lord Chancellor of

England, in a paper he wrote for the

Justice Research Consortium

Conference on 24 June 2004.

“Restorative justice is a

wonderful message of

hope to academics,

practitioners and a public

who alike had become

dispirited, weary and

wary. ... Part of this

hopefulness lies in our

experience of breaking

some of the stereotypes

that permeate criminal

justice. In the Australian

RISE research, conferences

were seen as fairer than

courts by both victims and

offenders. In New

Zealand, Police Youth Aid

officers are involved in

conferences as

constructive, helpful

participants. Everywhere

victims are regularly found

not to be vengeful people

demanding their pound of

flesh. Lawyers are well

capable of playing non-

adversarial roles. Judges

can be enablers and

servants. What a breath of

fresh air it is to be free of

those rusty old shackles,

to be hopeful, to be

inspired by the prospect of

a better way of doing

justice.”

The Lord Chancellor’s address

raises a number of pertinent issues.

If you wish to read the whole

address it may be found at 

http://www.dca.gov.uk/speeches/20

04/lc240604.htm

It is inevitable

that a decreased

use of fines is

likely under

restorative justice

processes
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INTRODUCTION 

Climate change is

increasingly accepted as a

real phenomenon that

requires urgent action. In

recognition of the inherently global

nature of climate change and the

consequent need for international

co-operation, the international

community has negotiated the

United Nations Framework

Convention on Climate Change

and, more recently, the Kyoto

Protocol to the Convention. The

requirements of the Kyoto Protocol

in particular have spurred many

countries into developing and

implementing climate change

policies. New Zealand is no

exception, with the October 2002

climate change policy package

introducing a series of new policy

measures designed to comply with

its international obligations.2

One such new policy is the Projects

to Reduce Emissions mechanism

(“Projects mechanism”), which

involves the Government providing

an incentive to specific projects in

return for a reduction in New

Zealand’s greenhouse gas (“GHG”)

emissions during 2008-2012.

Implementation of the Projects

mechanism to date has been

positive, with the first exploratory

round resulting in 14 Project

Agreements and with a second

tender round on largely identical

terms held between August and

October this year. Moreover, the

innovative nature of the Projects

mechanism has recently been

recognised at the BearingPoint

Innovation Awards where the

mechanism won the Supreme

Award. 

However, the successes of the

Projects mechanism to date should

not obscure the fact that designing

and implementing policies to

mitigate climate change such as the

Projects mechanism is a difficult

task involving complex issues. Not

only does “[c]ontrol of greenhouse

gases [go] to the heart of energy,

transport and industrial policy”3, but

climate change policies must also

deal with the persistent theme of

risk and uncertainty. This article

seeks to highlight three key risk

and uncertainty issues that pose

challenges for the design of the

Projects mechanism. The issues

discussed are: the risk at the

international level that the Kyoto

Protocol will not enter into force,

uncertainties associated with

measuring emission reductions,

and the risk of Project

implementation failure. 

Climate Change Challenges:
Managing problems of risk and uncertainty 

under the projects mechanism1

1 This article draws on work completed in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the M.Phil in Environmental Policy, University of Cambridge. The author
gratefully acknowledges the generous support for this study provided by the Resource Management Law Association of New Zealand, the New Zealand
Federation of Graduate Women and the sponsors of the Cambridge Chevening Link Foundation Scholarship. 

2 New Zealand ratified the Framework Convention in September 1993 and the Kyoto Protocol in December 2002.
3 Birnie & Boyle, International Law and the Environment (2ed), OUP, Oxford, 2002, 523.

Teresa Weeks

Since this article was written, both Russia's lower house and upper house of parliament have

agreed to ratify the Kyoto Protocol. Accordingly, at the time of going to print, the Kyoto Protocol

appears almost certain to enter into force in early 2005. (The Protocol will enter into force 90

days after Russia deposits its instrument of ratification with the United Nations).
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PROJECTS MECHANISM – Key characteristics of first and second tender rounds7

Parties involved ● NZ Government
● Project operator

Key obligations ● Government provides an incentive in return for a specified level of GHG
emission reductions during CP1

Incentive offered ● Tradeable emission units: Kyoto credits (Assigned Amount Units or Emission
Reduction Units)
● First round: 4 million units
● Second round: 6 million units

Type of agreement ● Voluntary
● Enforceable Project Agreement contract
● Non-negotiable standard terms and conditions, as set out in Model Project

Agreement

Key objectives ● Achieve beyond business-as-usual GHG emission reductions
● Learning by doing

Process ● Competitive tender

Key eligibility requirements8 ● Take place in NZ
● Reduce NZ’s GHG emissions counted for CP1
● Minimum reduction of 10,000tCO2-e9 in CP1
● Additional to business as usual 

● Environmental and investment additionality tests
● Number of units requested less than or equal to tCO2-e emission reductions

expected during CP1. 

Selection criteria ● Ranked based on core-criterion ratio of the number of units requested divided
by the total tCO2-e reductions
● First round: Total reductions from start of project to end of CP1 counted
● Second round: Total reductions during CP1 counted 

● Risk assessment
● First round: Priority given if project contributes to near-term electricity security

4 Ministerial Group on Climate Change, Climate Change: The Projects Mechanism – Details and Process, POL (03) 45, 2003, 2. 
5 See generally POL (03) 45, ibid. 
6 See Ministerial Group on Climate Change, Annual Report on Climate Change Policy Implementation, July 2004, 12.
7 Table compiled by author from various Projects mechanism documents available at www.climatechange.govt.nz.
8 Note that forest sink projects were not eligible under the first two tender rounds. 
9 Tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent.

THE PROJECTS
MECHANISM: 
A BRIEF OVERVIEW

The Projects mechanism is a

“key component”4 of New

Zealand’s climate change

policy package. In essence, the

Projects policy is a quasi-market

mechanism that involves the New

Zealand Government providing an

economic incentive (currently in

the form of Kyoto Protocol

tradeable emission units) to the

operators of specific projects that

will reduce New Zealand’s GHG

emissions during the first Kyoto

Protocol commitment period of

2008-2012 (“CP1”). Participation is

voluntary and projects are selected

using a competitive tender system,

with successful projects entering

into a contract with the

Government based on standard

terms and conditions set out in a

Model Project Agreement. The

mechanism is intended to operate

both prior to and during CP1, with

projects selected on an annual

basis.5

Interest in the first exploratory

tender round in 2003, which

offered 4 million emission units,

exceeded Government

expectations6 with 46 tenders

received and 14 Project Agreements

ultimately concluded. A second

round, this time offering 6 million

units, closed for tenders in mid

October 2004. The key

Table 1
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characteristics of the Projects

mechanism as expressed in the first

two rounds are summarised in

Table 1. 

KYOTO PROTOCOL
UNCERTAINTY

Akey issue that initial

decisions regarding the

design of the Projects

mechanism needed to address was

the fundamental problem of

whether the Kyoto Protocol would

ultimately enter into force.

Although it is self-evident that

tackling climate change necessitates

a global response, securing

international co-operation is far

from straightforward in the existing

state-centric international legal

order. As stated by Sands, “the

challenge for international law in the

world of sovereign states is to reconcile

the fundamental independence of each

state with the inherent and

fundamental interdependence of the

environment.”10 Multilateral

environmental agreements, such as

the Framework Convention on

Climate Change and Kyoto

Protocol, typically require

participation by a certain number

of states before they will enter into

force and be binding at

international law. Consequently,

“entry into force [can be] hostage to

the decision of just one or two states.”11

This problem of uncertainty

regarding whether international

agreements will enter into force has

been epitomised by the Kyoto

Protocol. Following the USA’s

declaration in 2001 that it would

not ratify the Protocol, entry into

force has been reliant on Russian

ratification. The international

community has waited with bated

breath for Russian ratification, with

the general expectation that the

Protocol would enter into force in

2003 or 200412 giving way in early

2004 to significant concern that

Russia would refuse to ratify.13

However, the forwarding of draft

legislation proposing ratification of

the Kyoto Protocol to the lower

Russian Parliament on 30

September 2004 has swung the

pendulum back towards likely

ratification in the near future.14

For Parties such as New Zealand

who have already ratified the Kyoto

Protocol, the uncomfortable hiatus

between ratification and entry into

force has posed a dilemma for the

domestic implementation of

policies to comply with (possible)

Kyoto Protocol obligations.15 In the

case of the Projects mechanism, the

problem of uncertainty regarding

the future of the Kyoto Protocol has

been dealt with by way of a

deliberate decision to pass the risks

of the Protocol failing onto

mechanism participants. Both

tender rounds to date provide for

the inextricable linking of Projects

with the Kyoto Protocol, so that

both will stand or fall together. This

is achieved by inclusion of a clause

in the Project Agreements that

provides for the automatic

termination of the agreements in

the event that the Kyoto Protocol

does not enter into force.16 In

addition, the agreements are also

tied to the Protocol by virtue of the

use of Kyoto Protocol emission

units as the form of incentive

provided to participants.17

Making the Projects mechanism

dependent on the Kyoto Protocol has

the advantage of minimising cost and

risk for the Government, as the

Crown’s obligation to give participants

emission units only takes effect if the

Kyoto Protocol is in force and the

Crown has been allocated an assigned

amount of emission units it can then

transfer, with the emission reductions

from Projects offsetting this transfer.18

In addition, if the Protocol does enter

into force, providing an incentive to

participants in the form of Kyoto

emission units will create a valuable

opportunity for participants to engage

in early ‘learning by doing’ about

emissions trading.19

However, requiring participants to

bear the risk of the Protocol not

entering into force brings with it

the potentially fatal danger of

chilling participation – a problem

that policy makers explicitly

recognised at the time.20

Fortunately, the exploratory round

ultimately generated a healthy level

of interest, with (at the time of

writing) the second tender round

poised to follow suit. 

10 Sands, Principles of International Environmental Law (2ed), CUP, Cambridge, 2003, 14.
11 Ibid, 133.
12 See e.g. “Russia gives Kyoto kiss of life”, BBC News, 3 September 2002.
13 See e.g. “Russia pulls away from Kyoto”, BBC News, 2 December 2003.
14 See e.g. “Russia backs Kyoto climate treaty”, BBC News, 30 September 2004.
15 This problem is exacerbated by the requirement in Article 3(2) of the Kyoto Protocol for Annex I parties to have made “demonstrable progress” in achieving

their commitments under the Protocol by 2005.
16 Clause 18.1 of the Model Project Agreement. 
17 The decision to use Kyoto credits rather than cash as the form of incentive is a double-edged sword, as it creates both risks and opportunities for participants

regarding the value of emission units in the emerging international carbon market. 
18 See POL (03) 45, supra n4, 8.
19 See e.g. Kerr, “Projects for Learning”, EFNZ Conference on Climate Change Projects, 19 August 2003.
20 See Ministerial Group on Climate Change, Climate Change: The Projects Mechanism – Details of the Model Project Agreement, POL (03) 240, 11. 
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21 See e.g. Nordhaus et al, Analysis of Early Action Crediting Proposals, Pew Center on Global Climate Change, Washington, October 1998.
22 See Ministerial Group on Climate Change, Climate Change I: Kyoto Protocol Preferred Policy Package Overview, POL (02) 71, 8. 
23 See e.g. POL (03) 45, supra n4.
24 Fischer, Determining Project-Based Emissions Baselines with Incomplete Information, Discussion Paper 02-23, Resources for the Future, May 2002.
25 Jackson et al, Flexibility in Climate Change Policy: Making the Kyoto Mechanism Work, Earthscan, London, 2001, 43.
26 Kessels, Technical Guidelines for Projects, EFNZ Conference, 19 August 2003. 
27 See POL (03) 240, supra n20, 9.

Nonetheless, given the unavoidable

risk that the Kyoto Protocol could

fail to enter into force, it would

arguably be preferable for the

Projects mechanism to have been

decoupled from the Protocol – that

is, designed in a manner consistent

with, but independent from, the

Protocol. A recent example of such

a policy is the European Union

Emissions Trading Scheme, which

is designed to operate irrespective

of whether the Kyoto Protocol

enters into force. Decoupling the

Projects mechanism from the Kyoto

Protocol (through the use of a cash

incentive and the removal of the

automatic termination clause)

would have removed uncertainty

for participants and have the

advantage of increasing the

flexibility and longevity of the

policy. Long-term, adaptable

policies are desirable given that

future economies are likely to be

carbon constrained, regardless of

whether this is underpinned by the

Kyoto Protocol or another regime.21

Indeed, one of the New Zealand

Government’s climate change

principles is that policies “need to be

flexible, recognising a dynamic and

changing international context.”22

Of course, recent moves by Russia

towards ratification are likely to

shortly make this issue of academic

interest only – which will come as a

welcome relief given that the see-

sawing Russian position has been

keeping alive the spectre of Project

Agreements being terminated

following years of effort on the part

of both the Government and

participants. In any event, the

cloud of Kyoto Protocol uncertainty

that has been lingering over the

exploratory round Projects serves

as a vivid illustration of the

challenges that uncertainty at an

international level poses for both

government and businesses alike in

adopting climate change abatement

policies.

MEASURING EMISSION
REDUCTIONS

Although uncertainties

surrounding the Kyoto

Protocol may soon

disappear, other problems will

remain. One key area that is fraught

with uncertainties is the matter of

determining the emission

reductions associated with a

project. Given that the fundamental

basis of the Projects mechanism

involves awarding tradeable

emission credits to Projects in

return for GHG emission

reductions, ensuring that only real,

additional emission reductions are

rewarded is critical. The eligibility

requirements for the mechanism to

date reflect the importance of this

issue in the dual criteria of

environmental and investment

additionality. The environmental

additionality criterion requires

tenderers to satisfy the Government

that the emissions associated with

the project are fewer than those that

would occur without the Project.

Under the investment additionality

test, only projects that would not

have occurred under business-as-

usual conditions (i.e., in the

absence of the mechanism’s

incentive) are eligible.23

Yet, assessing additionality is a

difficult task. For example,

determining the level of emission

reductions is complicated by the

crucial fact that “although actual

emissions can be verified, actual

reductions cannot.”24 This is because

determining the emission

reductions associated with a project

involves comparing the actual

emissions with a notional ‘baseline’

of emissions that would have

occurred in the absence of the

policy or project. Uncertainties are

inherent in determining a baseline

for projects given that “the baseline

is inherently counterfactual; it

represents neither what has happened

nor what will happen, but what (it is

supposed) would have happened if the

abatement project had not been

implemented.”25 Numerous

assumptions are therefore involved

in setting baselines and potentially

competing considerations must be

balanced, such as the need for

simplicity, environmental

credibility, transparency and low

transaction costs.26

One example of an aspect of

baseline determination that

involves such tradeoffs is the choice

between a static baseline or a

dynamic baseline that is revised

during a project’s lifetime. The

current general approach of the

Projects mechanism is to rely on

static baselines.27 Although officials

originally favoured dynamic

baselines, it was ultimately decided
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that a static baseline would be

used.28 The rationale for this change

included the cost and complexity of

administering a dynamic baseline,

the risk of a detrimental baseline

shift to the investor resulting in

discounting the value of the

incentive, and the difficulties of

rationing emission units among

projects when forecast abatement is

unknown.29 Prescribing a static

baseline does clearly have the

advantage of reducing transaction

costs and complexity, as well as

providing greater certainty.

However, these gains in transaction

costs come at the expense of

improved accuracy: “exogenous

changes in technology, and global and

local macroeconomic and political

shocks....could quickly lead baselines

that are fixed at the beginning of the

project to be hopelessly inaccurate.”30

Accordingly, there is a real risk of

Projects being credited with either

greater or fewer emission

reductions than they are in fact

genuinely responsible for. 

In addition to problems caused

directly by the counterfactual

nature of baselines, the task of

determining the level of emission

reductions achieved by a project is

further complicated by the

presence of informational

asymmetry.31 In the context of the

Projects mechanism, informational

asymmetry exists because Project

operators will typically have more

information about factors relevant

to measuring emission reductions

than the Government.32 This

informational asymmetry results in

the risk of strategic behaviour on

the part of participants, such as the

risk of overestimating baselines and

the post-implementation risk of

understating actual emissions in

order to increase the rewards

obtained.33

An examination of the Projects

mechanism reveals a number of

techniques aimed at managing the

problem of asymmetric

information. For example,

tenderers are required to provide

supporting documentation for both

the environmental and investment

additionality figures given in their

tender 34 and ex-post problems of

asymmetric information are

addressed through the inclusion of

monitoring, measurement and

verification requirements in Project

Agreements (such as the annual

reporting process).35 These

incentives to provide accurate

information are reinforced by the

fact that emission units are not

transferred to participants until

after emission reductions for each

year have been achieved and

verified,36 as well as provision for

the Crown to terminate the

agreements if inaccurate,

incomplete or misleading

information is provided.37 A further

technique to help manage

informational asymmetry could be

borrowed from the United

Kingdom Emissions Trading

Scheme, which requires

participants to adhere to five key

principles for reporting information

– faithful representation,

completeness, consistency,

reliability and transparency.38

Express inclusion of such principles

helps to ensure that the basis on

which information is provided, and

on which it will be judged, is clear

to all parties including the public. 

The task of determining the

emission reductions achieved by a

project is clearly far from

straightforward, with problems

such as the inherent uncertainties

in setting baselines and the

presence of informational

asymmetry posing challenges for

policy makers. 

IMPLEMENTATION
RISKS 

The achievements of the

Projects mechanism to date

in generating tenders and

concluding Project Agreements

should be applauded. However, it is

important to recognise that the

Projects mechanism relies on

Projects being successfully

implemented within the agreed

timeframe, making the risk of

project implementation failure an

important issue.

The Projects mechanism deals with

28 Ibid.
29 Ibid.
30 Kerr & Leining, “Joint Implementation in Climate Change Policy” in Tietenberg & Folmer (eds) The International Yearbook of Environmental and Resource

Economics 2004/2005, Cheltenham, Edward Elgar, 2004, 231. 
31 Environmental economics conceptualises informational asymmetry as a problem of the regulator having less information than the entities being regulated, which

creates the risk that full, accurate information will not be disclosed to the regulator. See e.g. Kolstad, Environmental Economics, OUP, Oxford, 2000, 178-183. 
32 See Fischer, supra n24, 5. 
33 Ibid, 233.
34 See NZ Climate Change Office, Projects to Reduce Emissions: Additionality Tests Model, at 6.6 (Microsoft Excel model, 2003). 
35 See clause 7 of the Model Project Agreement.
36 Clause 5.3 of the Model Project Agreement. 
37 Clause 18.2(d) and (e) of the Model Project Agreement.
38 See Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, Guidelines for the Measurement and Reporting of Emissions by Direct Participants in the UK

Emissions Trading Scheme, June 2003. 
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39 McLean, NZ Climate Change Office, “How the First Tender Round Will Work”, EFNZ Conference, 19 August 2003. 
40 See the Explanatory Note to Schedule 3 of the Model Project Agreement for the first tender round. 
41 This right of termination arises if a participant fails to achieve a milestone within 12 months of the relevant date: see clause 18.2(a) of the Model Project

Agreement. 
42 See clause 7 of the Model Project Agreement.
43 Ministerial Group on Climate Change, Climate Change: Outcome of the First Projects Tender Round, POL (04) 8/10, 4.
44 See ibid, 1.
45 Press Release, New Zealand Refining Company, “Refinery plans new co-generation plant”, 29 April 2004.
46 Press Release, TrustPower, “Proposed TrustPower Generation Enhancements in Otago and Taranaki”, 2 April 2004.
47 In the author’s view, it is appropriate that Projects are not exempt from scrutiny under the RMA, as it would be undesirable for the Projects mechanism to allow

Projects to proceed that reduce GHG emissions but are for other reasons inconsistent with sustainable management of the environment.
48 See POL (04) 8/10, supra n43, 4.
49 Resource Management (Energy and Climate Change) Amendment Act 2004, s5. 
50 For example, wind farm projects may arouse local community opposition due to concerns over the likes of noise and visual impacts – according to a May 2004

report only 60% of respondents were in favour of having a wind farm built in their local area: UMR Research Omnibus Report for EECA, May 2004.
51 NZ Climate Change Office, Report on Revised Projections for the Kyoto Protocol First Commitment Period, 30 April 2004, 7.

implementation risks in two main

ways. First, a risk assessment is

conducted at the selection stage.

This assessment considers issues

such as whether the project owner

has the ability to complete the

project (for example, in terms of

planning, funding and running the

project), whether the project is

technically and economically

viable, and the project’s ability to

deliver emissions abatement.39

Second, implementation issues are

managed in the Project Agreements

themselves. For example,

participants must meet milestone

obligations, which include a series

of critical stages prior to the first

emission abatement, such as

obtaining resource consent where

necessary and beginning

construction.40 These requirements

are backed up by providing the

Crown with the right to terminate

agreements if milestone obligations

are not achieved.41 Frequent

reporting requirements also

provide incentives for project

implementation and enable the

government to monitor

implementation progress.42

Although these steps will assist in

minimising the risk of

implementation failure, it is

unrealistic to expect to eliminate

this risk entirely. This has been

recognised in a cabinet paper,

which explicitly states that “[m]ost

projects have potential barriers to

implementation. If these are not

overcome implementation could be

delayed, the scale of the project could

be reduced, or there is the possibility

that the project would not proceed.”43

The reality of such implementation

risks has already been highlighted

by the withdrawal of one successful

first round tenderer44 and the public

statement by one participant that

implementation in its case is not yet

certain, stating that it will decide

whether or not to proceed with the

Project by April 2005.45

Key potential causes of

implementation failure include the

possibility of changing projected

costs leading the operator to

determine that it is no longer viable

to continue with a Project. This risk

has been explicitly acknowledged

by one of the participants whose

press release regarding its two first

tender round hydro-electricity

Projects included the caution that

“should the projects incur unexpected

costs or constraints which make them

less than marginal they may not

proceed.”46 Ironically, the investment

additionality test heightens this risk

because by definition the Projects

are uneconomic without the Project

mechanism’s incentive – so a

reduction in the estimated value of

a participant’s Kyoto credits, for

example, could tip the balance so as

to render the Project once again

uneconomic in the eyes of the

operator. 

A second key possible cause of

implementation problems relates to

the risk of Project delays or failures

associated with the Resource

Management Act 1991 (“RMA”), as

Projects are not exempt from the

usual RMA requirements.47 The

RMA has the potential to have a

significant effect on first round

Projects given that 12 of the 14

Projects are dependent on

obtaining resource consents.48

Project applications for resource

consent will be aided by the recent

amendment to the RMA which,

inter alia, requires decision makers

under the Act to have particular

regard to the effects of climate

change and the benefits to be

derived from the use and

development of renewable energy.49

Nonetheless, genuine consenting

issues may arise for many of the

Projects and the RMA process

cannot be considered merely a

rubber stamp.50 Even if consent is

ultimately granted, the ambitious

start dates of most first round

Projects (namely, 2004 or 2005)

means that there is a risk that the

RMA process (including disposing

of any appeals) will not be

completed in time for Projects to

achieve early milestone obligations.

The extent to which the risks of

implementation delay or failure will

be realised is yet to be seen, but it

will be interesting to observe

whether the ‘conservative estimate’

contained in a recent Government

report of 60% of Projects being fully

implemented51 proves to be fairly

accurate or unduly pessimistic.
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CONCLUSION

The Projects mechanism is

an innovative policy that

has the potential to act as a

useful tool to help New Zealand to

meet its international climate

change obligations. However,

designing the Projects mechanism

raises a number of challenging

issues. This article has sought to

highlight the complexity involved

in designing and implementing

climate change policies and, in

particular, the challenges that face

both governments and business in

addressing problems of risk and

uncertainty. 

Given the now likely ratification of

the Kyoto Protocol by Russia and

consequent redundancy of the

automatic termination clause in

Project Agreements, the Projects

mechanism appears set to continue

to play a key role in New Zealand’s

climate change policy toolkit.

Although the likely removal of

international uncertainty regarding

the Kyoto Protocol will be welcome

news for the Projects mechanism,

other problems of risk and

uncertainty, such as measuring

emission reductions and securing

Project implementation, will be

ongoing issues. The unfortunate

reality is that these risks cannot be

eliminated but can only be

managed – frequently requiring

tradeoffs to be made between

competing policy objectives. 

It is too early to judge the extent of

the mechanism’s success in

addressing risk and uncertainty

problems in its initial tender

rounds, but close monitoring of

Projects and adjustment of the

mechanism’s design as necessary for

future tender rounds will be vital.

As a new and innovative measure in

the fast growing climate change

policy arena, both successes and

failures of the Projects mechanism

will be eagerly observed by, and will

provide useful learning

opportunities for, the Government,

participants and third parties alike.
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There are two main public

policy reasons why

governments are concerned

about our reliance on fossil sources

of energy: security of supply; and

environmental impacts (most

notably greenhouse gas emissions).

Resource limitations do not appear

to be a compelling reason for

concern at the global level given the

scale of coal resources and the

potential for further oil and gas

discoveries as well as of oil

substitutes. I appreciate that this is

a contested statement but from my

reading of the debate there is not a

problem within any sort of

timescale that normally intrudes

into political thinking. This paper

proceeds on the basis that security

of supply and climate change

worries are the principle reasons for

a search for non-fossil alternatives.

These two concerns have, in

different ways, thrown the spotlight

on renewable sources of energy.

Where are we at technically and

economically?

The RT on SD that I chair has just

had two meetings on this subject –

I’d like to use this meeting to share

some of the findings with you. The

first meeting focussed on the

barriers to a greater market

penetration by renewable energy

sources, especially for electricity

generation. The second discussed

the future of the road transport

sector with a particular focus on

whether liquid fuels could be

placed on a sustainable basis or,

alternatively, replaced by some sort

of system based on hydrogen.

But before I turn to the conclusions

of those meetings, I’d like to give

you a sense of the relative size of

the renewable resource both at the

level of the planet, and at the level

of New Zealand. I want to do that

because I find that most people

have very little idea of the actual

potentials available and what can

plausibly be harnessed. There’s a

sense that “renewables are a good

thing” but the reasons why they

don’t command a bigger market

share are often vaguely

understood.

The source of most renewable

energy is the sun. The solar flux

that reaches the upper atmosphere

of the earth totals 5.4 billion

PJ/year – a stupendously large

figure. But because the earth is a

rotating sphere, and because a

large amount of the incoming

radiation is radiated back into

space, the amount actually

reaching the earth’s surface is

about an order of magnitude less –

some 682 million PJ/year.

Professor Ralph Sims at Massey has

usefully described a petajoule as

being a unit of energy roughly

equivalent to all the crude oil in a

large tanker. That much is

comprehensible but if you can

imagine 682 million oil tankers –

let alone 5.4 billion of them –

you’re doing better than me!

A Few Facts About
Renewable Energy

Rt Hon Simon Upton 1 Chairman, Round Table on Sustainable

Development at the OECD Resource Management Law Association

Conference, Taupo, New Zealand 2nd October 2004

1 Valuable comments on this paper from Ralph Sims and Vaclav Smil are gratefully acknowledged. All errors and omissions are the responsibility of the author
alone.

Please note that the figures and tables referred to in this article have not been reproduced due to space

limitations.  To view a full copy of the article including the graphs, please see the RMLA website library page,

www.rmla.org.nz or contact Karol Helmink (email: karol.helmink@xtra.co.nz) for a full copy.
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After direct solar radiation come the

secondary flows of solar energy –

the kinetic energy contained in

rivers, winds, and ocean currents,

and the net photosynthesis of all

terrestrial ecosystems available as

biomass. Here are the numbers 2

[Table 1]:

● Wind flows of around 4

million PJ/year

● Net terrestrial photosynthesis

of around 2 million PJ/year

● River flows equivalent to

35,000 PJ/year

● Ocean currents: we simply

don’t know. They’re significant

but mostly beyond technical

reach.

To round out the renewables we

need to add two non-solar sources:

● Geothermal flows around 4400

PJ/year

● Tidal friction of around

100,000 PJ/year

It’s against these orders of

magnitude that it is interesting to

set our current reliance on energy

from fossil fuels. Fossil fuel

generation expressed in the same

terms provides a power flux of

310,000 PJ/year. So it lies ahead of

river flows but behind wind flows.

These renewable potentials are

theoretical maxima. Only a fraction

is ever going to be practically

available (for a host of physical,

technical, economic and

environmental reasons). Most of the

wind, for instance is so far above

the planet’s surface that it is forever

beyond reach. Most of the tidal

friction is dispersed at incredibly

low power densities.

But it’s still useful to understand the

relative scale of these fluxes. And

on this basis we can say that fossil

energy use is 0.1% of the solar

radiation that reaches the planet’s

surface. But it’s already ten times

bigger than the total theoretically

available river flows of the world.

Looking at some of these large

numbers – especially solar and

wind energy – you might ask why, if

there is so much of the stuff, aren’t

we using more of it? Why rely

instead on the accumulated solar

radiation stored in fossilised plants

over hundreds of millions of years?

It all comes down to the density of

the power we are trying to

intercept. Figure 1 illustrates the

point.3

In a nutshell, renewable energy

sources (other than geothermal) are

spread out over huge areas making

it physically very difficult to harvest

them.

Because fossil energy is so dense,

we’ve built our society around final

energy uses with correspondingly

high power densities. Figure 2

superimposes some of those uses

on the energy density figure.

Take houses for instance. A century

ago many houses had an installed

electrical capacity of as little as 500

watts – enough for some low power

light bulbs. Today the installed

capacity of a large house can be as

high as 20,000 watts or more

(especially in countries like the US

where affluent households

increasingly opt for fully air-

conditioned living environments).

That’s a 40-fold increase.

The same phenomenal demand for

non-electric energy applies to

transport, most obviously private

motor vehicles. Professor Vaclav

Smil (from whose excellent recent

book Energy at the Crossroads I have

abstracted many of the numbers for

this speech) has estimated that the

sort of energy at the disposal of an

affluent US household today

(counting in house, motor vehicles

and the technological paraphernalia

associated with many outdoor

leisure activities) would, in Roman

times, have required the services of

about 6000 slaves!4

What, then, is known about the

potential for our vast but highly

dispersed, low-density renewable

energy sources to make significant

inroads in the demand for fossil

fuels (which, by the way, are

forecast to rise from 310,000

PJ/year to well over 500,000PJ by

2030)?5 [Table 1]

Of some renewables, like ocean

currents and tidal friction, we can’t

really say anything sensible. The

only thing more problematic than

the estimates is the technical

challenges that are posed.

The potential of geothermal

resources is better described. At the

level of planetary energy demand, it

is very small although clearly

2 These broad, order-of-magnitude numbers are based on Smil, V., Energy at
the Crossroads, MIT Press (2004); see in particular, pp. 239-316.

3 Ibid, p. 242

4 Ibid, p. 58
5 IEA, Key World Energy Statistics 2003, p.46
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significant for some countries –

including New Zealand.

With hydro power the potentials

become much better known. At the

global level, 25% of the world’s

hydro-energy potential has already

been harnessed.6 While there will

undoubtedly be more dams,

environmental, social and political

limits mean additional hydro is

unlikely to make a significant

additional contribution to energy

supplies.

Hydro-power has an inherently low

density with installed capacity of

around 4 W/m2 and actual

production of around 1.7 W/m2

when spread across the 600,000

km2 of reservoirs that exist behind

large (i.e. >30 metre high) dams.

(That, by the way, is an area twice

the size of Italy.) Compare that 1.7

W/m2 with fossil fuel’s equivalent

density of about 1000 – 10,000

W/m2 and you see the gap.

How about bio-mass? Terrestrial

photosynthesis produces 6 times as

much energy potential annually as

the world consumes in fossil fuels.7

That’s roughly 2.0 million PJ/year.

The trouble is that about 40% of

that is already appropriated for

activities like farming, forestry and

other managed land use activities.

Much of the rest supplies vital

ecological services not to mention

representing a vast reservoir of bio-

diversity. So there are real limits to

how much of the planet could be

converted to producing bio-mass

for energy – and that’s without

getting into the side-effects of

additional fertiliser use etc.

Bio-mass also has very low energy

density – about 1 W/m2 for the

most productive crops like corn for

ethanol – but by the time it has

been converted either to liquid fuel

or combusted for electricity with

co-generation, the efficiency drops

back nearer to 0.5 W/m2 . If you

then take account of the energy

used in producing such crops the

power density may shrink down to

as little as 0.05 W/m2 . 8 The

amount of bio-mass currently being

tapped is about 40-45,000 PJ/year,

most of this in the form of direct

combustion of wood in developing

countries.9 Much of it must be

regarded as unsustainable.

New bio-technologies that convert

cellulose into ethanol might

improve the power density of bio-

mass by substantially increasing the

amount of biological material that

can be used as feedstock. But those

technologies are not yet economic.

Next comes wind. At the global

level the flux is vast – say 4 million

PJ/year. But most of that is

unavailable for exploitation.

Restricting the available resource to

winds in excess of 5 m/s and within

10 metres of the earth’s surface

would, it is estimated, yield about

186,000 PJ/year. That needs to be

compared with current fossil

electricity production of around

36,000 PJ/year.10

Despite major strides, wind power

suffers from the inherent problem

that it is variable, unevenly

distributed and its highest

potentials are often far from where

really large consumer populations

live. Needless to say, only a fraction

of the available potential can ever

be harnessed.

Finally there is solar power of

which, you will recall, there is 682

million PJ/year reaching the earth’s

surface. The global mean energy

reaching the surface averages 168

W/m2 . That is a higher power

density than any other renewable

energy source.

Obviously there is no ‘average’

available to intercept. There is more

energy to intercept in the tropics

than polar latitudes in winter! But

even now, it is possible to covert

solar radiation to electricity at

densities well below that average –

in the range of 20-60 W/m2 – so

there is plenty of scope for

improvement.

Set alongside this huge potential,

current global electricity generation

from solar radiation amounts to

barely 0.1% of total generation. Or

taking the global demand for

energy of all types, renewables

according to the IEA provide just

13% and that includes a large

chunk of distinctly low-tech – or

more accurately pre-tech – burning

of wood.11 In short, renewables

provide the least significant share of

the planet’s energy needs.

That, in a sense, is all by way of

introduction. The key point to

make about renewables is that

while their potential is enormous,

the share that can practicably be

tapped is much, much smaller.

Furthermore, their usefulness is not

6 Smil, (2004), p. 247
7 Ibid. p. 258
8 Ibid. pp268-269
9 Ibid. p. 259

10 Ibid. p. 275
11 IEA, Key World Energy Statistics 2003), p.6; the figure for IEA countries

representing the developed world is just 5% (see Renewable Energy –
Market & Policy Trends in IEA Countries (2004), p. 43).
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spread evenly across the surface of

the planet. Their availability varies

depending on latitude, topography,

the hydrological cycle and so on. So

any proposed “solution” to the

world’s energy problems based on

renewables will be ‘regional’ in

flavour.

Remarkably, the shape of the

renewable potential on a country-

by-country basis is largely

undescribed, even for countries like

New Zealand. To give these abstract

planet earth level numbers a more

realistic feel, I set out – with the

help of the IEA and Professor Ralph

Sims from Massey University – to

construct a picture of the potential

here in New Zealand. Here [Table

2] is the best estimate we can

presently produce for -

● The total energy flows for each

of the ‘renewable’ sources

● The theoretical maximum that

might be available using

known technologies

● The plausible economically

exploitable yield of energy

given human and

environmental constraints

● The present level of

exploitation

The point of the exercise is, again,

to give a feel for the relative scales

involved, not to predict or promote

any particular energy future.

So much for the physical

constraints. What about the

economic and policy constraints?

Why haven’t renewables made

more headway?

As I have indicated, there are two

main reasons you might want to see

renewables make more headway:

firstly, a concern about the

environmental consequences of

burning fossil fuels, especially

greenhouse gas emissions; and

secondly, concern on the part of

some countries that (especially in

respect of oil) they are overly

dependent on energy supplies from

very unstable parts of the world.

On the environmental count, the

problem is that the things that

make renewables preferable to

fossil fuels are often given no

‘value’ in the marketplace. As

economists would put it, fossil

fuels are not exposed to their true

environmental and social costs. Or

more bluntly, people may believe

CO2 emissions are a bad thing but

there’s no financial penalty for

emitting them.

I don’t intend to pursue the climate

change debate here. Most

governments believe there is an

issue to be dealt with. The debate is

over the potential seriousness of the

environmental impacts and the

speed with which emissions

reductions should be pursued.

Rarely spelt out clearly is the

practical issue that measures

designed to reduce emissions have

costs that are hard to quantify and

even harder to weigh up alongside

other valuable objectives that may

also entail costs.

I acknowledge that there are those

who believe there is no problem –

or if there is, it’snot worth worrying

about. I am not of this view. But if

you were, you would argue that

renewables should take their

chance in the marketplace and

whether they will ever come to play

a more significant role is going to be

up to the ingenuity of researchers,

engineers and investors. 

That still leaves security of supply

as a possible reason to take an

interest in renewables. But in many

countries – New Zealand being one

– if you knock concern for CO2

emissions off the table, the

existence of huge coal reserves and

the probability of significant

unproved conventional and

unconventional hydro-carbons

means renewables would not merit

any special attention.

The balance of this talk proceeds on

the basis that burgeoning

greenhouse gas emissions do pose a

problem. In the short to medium

term we will still be reliant on fossil

energy. The key will be to seek the

least carbon-intensive sources (like

gas) and use them as efficiently as

possible. But we will also need to

Any proposed

“solution” to the

world’s energy

problems based

on renewables

will be ‘regional’

in flavour
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make much greater use of

renewables over time. The question

is: how do we make that transition.

If there was a really high level of

engagement and concern by

governments, you would expect

them to increase the cost of

emitting CO2 and other greenhouse

gases to the point that renewables

became competitive.

You will all be familiar with the

tools available to do this – taxes or

permits whose effect is to raise the

price of emissions. I won’t say any

more about these eminently

rational economic instruments

other than that most countries seem

to find then intractably difficult to

introduce. They’re so sharp and so

transparent that beyon very modest

levels they run into fierce

opposition from consumers and

also from businesses who have to

compete with operators in other

countries who don’t carry these

costs. Unless there is some global

agreement gradually to increase the

price of CO2 emissions, I can’t see

significant progress along this path.

Which leaves governments trying

to find other – second best – ways

to bring renewables into the market

in the face of competition from

cheap fossil fuels. Last week in

Paris, the Round Table I chair held

a meeting to discuss what might

need to happen if the first best

‘rational’ tools like pollution taxes

aren’t used. To provide some basis

for our discussions we

commissioned a paper from Dr

Karsten Neuhoff at Cambridge

University. The paper is available

on the Round Table’s website.12

Those interested in the details

should read it carefully but in a

nutshell he advanced three

priorities.

The first was to remove any

marketplace barriers to greater

penetration by renewables. For

example, in many countries, energy

markets have developed to

accommodate energy supply from

large thermal generators whose

supply is easily predicted and pre-

sold a day in advance. Wind power

is less predictable – by the time it

can be predicted with reasonable

accuracy (within about 4 hours of

production) the trades have been

done. Yet from a technical point of

view, transmission flows can be

adjusted within seconds and

generation from traditional plants

can be adjusted within the time-

frames in which wind can compete.

It may be necessary to examine the

way the market works. It may also

be necessary to investigate the

extent to which traditional

generators can use their market

power to lock out new entrants.

The second was to address barriers

to renewable energy that are rooted

in sociological or attitudinal

problems. These can range from

community fears about the risks –

real or imagined – of new forms of

energy to opposition to landscape

effects. I understand New

Zealanders are no strangers to this

aspect of the debate.

Finally, there was the issue of what

has been termed ‘technology lock-

in’ – the simple fact that in the

absence of paying their full

environmental costs, traditional

energy sources have the almost

insuperable advantages of having

been proved, tested and improved

over very long periods. The

technical gaps for renewables will

take time and a large amount of

‘learning-by-doing’ to catch up.

Whether that learning ever takes

place is the question. That’s because

something like electricity is a

commodity. Electricity producers

can’t compete as their electronics

sector counterparts do when they

launch a new product by

differentiating it with all sorts of

consumer-friendly features and

charging a premium to justify the

research costs. Electricity is

electricity. It’s either cheaper or it’s

more expensive.

It’s also appears to be harder for

energy technology developers to

stop competitors benefiting from

technology spill-overs. Whereas the

pharmaceuticals industry has been

able to use patents very effectively

to recoup the costs of developing

new drugs, this approach seems to

work less well in the engineering

sector. Where sectors like

pharmaceuticals and IT seem to be

able to devote more than 10% of

their sales revenue to R&D, the

figure for electricity generation

R&D is below 0.5% of sales.

Considerable attention was paid, at

our meeting, to how governments

can tilt the playing field enough to

enable renewables to get the sort of

practical track record that their

competitors (often with

government subsidies decades ago)

have benefited from. The cost of

new technologies falls as

deployment increases as Figure 3

demonstrates. The percentages
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show by how much costs have

fallen with each doubling of global

production.

But if the gap is too big to start

with, deployment may never get off

the ground. Interestingly, Denmark

– which consciously set out to

encourage deployment of wind

turbines – did so initially, not for

environmental reasons, but security

of supply reasons in the wake of the

first oil shock. Thanks to their

subsidies and encouragements (and

those of a few other countries) we

now have wind turbines that can

compete with traditional energy

sources.

The simple question for policy

makers have to confront is this: if

they are not prepared to price

environmental costs into energy

prices, then they may have to use

other means of bringing novel

energy sources to the market place.

Otherwise, the price advantage of

fossil fuels will perpetuate the

technology lock-in. The tools for

doing this involve things like

requiring energy suppliers to

deliver a percentage of their power

from renewable sources. The pros

and cons are spelt out in Dr

Neuhoff’s paper.

My comments to this point have

related to electricity generation.

With roughly two thirds of global

electricity generation based on coal,

gas and oil, increasing the share of

renewables in electricity generation

would clearly provide a useful

means of tackling CO2 emissions.

But electricity makes up only 15%

of final energy consumption at the

global level and electricity

generation is responsible for only

about 43% of total CO2 emissions.

By fuel, the single biggest

contributor to these emissions is

oil, and nearly 60% of this is used

in transport. So the quest for a

larger share of renewable energy

has to address not just electricity

generation but mobility and here

the problems of technology lock-in

are if anything even more difficult.

This has been the subject of a

recent study conducted by 12 large

automotive and energy firms

entitled Mobility 2030 – Meeting the

Challenges to Sustainability 13 . This

report was the subject of my second

Round Table meeting. The study –

a $10 million project whose

sponsors included eight of the

world’s largest automobile

companies – looked at mobility in

the broadest sense and defined

sustainability to include a wide

range of issues including things like

noise, safety and congestion.

Given the particular expertise and

focus of its sponsors, its most

detailed analysis focuses on road

transport which is responsible for

the bulk of emissions and will be in

the future. It is a large and

fascinating piece of work which

could be the subject of an entire

conference. All I’d like to do here is

focus, once again, on the security of

supply and greenhouse gas

emissions issues. Interestingly,

many of the other challenges such

as health and environmental risks

from local emissions and

particulate, noise, safety and

congestion look, to varying degrees,

to be soluble. It’s the ghg emissions

issue that looks the most difficult.

The reasons are once again to do

with technology lock-in but in a

much more severe form. Where

electricity generation uses a variety

of technologies and energy sources

(fossil fuels, uranium, geothermal,

water, wind and the other

renewables), transport is massively

dependent on liquid fossil fuel. And

where electricity generation is

achieving conversion efficiencies of

up to 40-45% for combined-cycle

gas plants, transport modes relying

on oil derivatives are no more than

around 10 – 15% efficient.

Yet we have increasingly

constructed our entire civilisation

around mobility systems that rely

on liquid fossil fuel. That has

affected the pattern of all urban

Electricity makes

up only 15% of

final energy

consumption at

the global level

and electricity

generation is

responsible for

only about 43%

of total CO2

emissions

12 http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/45/60/33764496.pdf
13 World Business Council for Sustainable Development, Mobility 2030: Meeting the Challenges to Sustainability (2004). All pages references are to the report which

can be found at: http://www.wbcsd.org/web/mobilitypubs.htm
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growth over the twentieth century.

The sheer freedom that mobility

has given people has virtually re-

defined what people define as their

well-being in every country that has

become motorised. And the ability

to move people and goods over

large distances has become the

engine of economic development –

some studies suggest transportation

may be responsible for as much as

50% of all economic growth in

some advanced societies since the

Second World War.

The lock-in here is as much cultural

as it is technological – and it

appears to be global. The project’s

sponsors, working with the IEA,

commissioned quite a bit of

modelling work to flesh out the

transport module of the IEA’s global

energy models. The results are

stark. A business-as usual base case

which allowed for the sort of

efficiency improvements which

occur ‘naturally’ given

technological improvements,

predicted that transport (measured

in tonne-kilometre/years) is likely

to treble between now and 2050

[Fig. 4]. Passenger kilometres per

year are forecast to double.

Needless to say this growth is

accompanied by massive growth in

emissions. Notwithstanding

improvements in per unit energy

consumption of 18% for light duty

vehicles and 29% for trucks and

aircraft over the period to 2050,

the sheer growth in predicted

transportation swamps these gains

and delivers a more than 100%

increase in emissions. [Fig. 5]

Most of this growth, not

surprisingly, is in developing

countries [Fig. 6] 

To the challenge of emissions growth

has to be added security of supply

risks. Unlike the resources needed to

generate electrical energy, the liquid

fossil fuel needed to power the

transportation system is not spread

evenly around the planet.

As we are reminded almost nightly,

the most accessible remaining

reserves are largely concentrated in

highly unstable parts of the world.

We have placed a lot of eggs in the

same basket.

The industry study concluded that

while there are useful incremental

gains that can be made from new

technologies that are becoming

available (like Toyota’s

gasoline/electric hybrids), and

while governments can influence

their take-up by fiscal and/or

regulatory instruments, these won’t

be enough to shift the emissions

trajectory away from an inexorably

rising path. Only recourse to

radically different fuels and/or

power-trains can do that – both

involving renewables.

The study sketches two broad

possibilities – advanced bio-fuels

and hydrogen from carbon neutral

sources. Both offer useful

possibilities – both run up against

significant problems. Bio-fuels have

an immediate attraction in that they

are liquid fuels and hence,

potentially compatible with the

current shape of our fuel

distribution system and of course

bio-fuels are already used

(sometimes extensively as in Brazil

where all motor fuel contains over

20% ethanol).

But as we have seen, conversion of

large amounts of bio-mass to

energy would run up against

physical constraints. If we are

already appropriating roughly

40% of the planet’s terrestrial

photosynthetic output, how much

more can we appropriate whilst

producing the food and other

biological products we need as

well as maintain biodiversity and

ecological services? Advanced bio-

fuels seek to minimise these

pressures by greatly increasing the

range of raw biological material

that can be used as feedstock

including crop residues and

animal wastes (thereby de-

coupling bio-fuel production from

food production) and improving

the energy density of the fuel

through improved conversion

processes.

In this connection the report

mentions two promising

technologies – the enzymatic

conversion of woody

lignocellulosic material to ethanol

and a range of chemicals (which

would allow a wide range of

biological waste material to be

The ability to

move people

and goods over

large distances

has become the

engine of

economic

development
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used rather than specific fuel

crops); and biomass gasification

followed by a biomass-to-liquid

process (imaginatively known as

BTL). As the report notes, neither

of these processes has been proved

on a commercial scale and there

are a host of technical challenges

that stand in their way. There

would also be massive logistical

and social consequences if we

started to move around the

volumes of biological material that

would be needed to make a

significant contribution.

But even assuming those challenges

can be overcome, there are still the

inherent limits of biomass

production on the scale required.

To quote from the report: “A world

scale BTL plant (one capable of

producing 1.5 million tonnes per

year) would require woody biomass

collected over an area half the size

of Belgium. Alternatively, a world

scale lignocellulosic fermentation

plant (0.2 million tonnes per year)

would consume surplus straw from

a planted area of wheat

approximately one tenth the size of

Belgium.”

Hydrogen from carbon neutral

sources is possibly more hopeful

but starts with the handicap that it

is not only incompatible with

existing liquid fuel reticulation

systems; its most practical use

envisages a complete shift away

from the internal combustion

engine to fuel cells. In the

immediate future, fuel cells offer

the most efficient way forward since

vehicles can capture 40% of the

available energy as against the 10-

20% ICEs use. But again, the gains

are only incremental if the

hydrogen is sourced from fossil

fuels like natural gas. The silver

bullet solution, if there is one,

would be to make hydrogen from

water by electrolysis with the huge

quantities of electricity required to

do that coming from renewable

sources (which brings us back to

wind and, above all, solar power).

But given the current state of solar

electricity generation technology,

that is a distant prospect.

The most interesting element of the

Mobility Project was its attempt to

give some feel for what it would

take to bend the road transport

emissions trajectory back down to

current levels by 2050 (assuming

the growth in demand for transport

they projected). First they looked at

the impact of single technologies –

both incremental and radical. As

you can see, only the technologies

that rely on renewable energy move

the trajectory in the right direction.

[Fig .7]. (It is important to note that

this is an entirely hypothetical

representation assuming that each

alternative technology achieved

virtually 100% market saturation.

Obviously this wouldn’t happen.)

Then they took a stab at a more

plausible forward projection that

assumed five incremental

technology-based gains and two

‘increments’ relating to fleet mix

and more efficient traffic

management respectively. You can

see [Fig. 8] how bio-fuels and then

fuel-cell hydrogen are sequenced to

appear from 2020 onwards and

how, as they are progressively based

on low greenhouse gas sources, the

trajectory turns down.

Needless to say, this is just a model

run based on some very challenging

– but still plausible – assumptions.

The question remains, however,

how in the real world we might get

there. Bearing in mind the case

made earlier for ‘strategic

deployment’ of electricity

generation, it is interesting to note

the Mobility Project’s sober

assessment of this option with

respect to the advanced hydrogen

and bio-fuel options based, as they

are, on renewables:

“The SMP assessment is that the

most accurate judgment that can be

made at present about these

advanced vehicles and fuels is that

their current costs are much too

high for them to compete in the

marketplace with today’s vehicles

and fuels. At these cost levels, the

incentives required to bring about

their introduction in significant

numbers almost certainly is beyond

governments’ ability to sustain

financially.”14

In short, while there are useful

gains that can be made through

technical improvements in the near

term, and the opportunity to

influence demand for

transportation (and the choice of

modes) by pricing and regulatory

measures, the sheer scale of the

challenge leads one to the

conclusion that, once again,

publicly-funded R&D has an

important role to play in trying to

bring transport fuels based on

renewable energy forward. If there

is an obvious overlap of priorities

with the electricity generation

sector it is in the desirability of

tapping solar radiation – it’s scale

and density make it a most

14 Ibid, p. 109
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desirable source of electricity

which, if produced cheaply enough

could bring hydrogen from water

through electrolysis within reach. It

is the ‘ifs’ in the sentence on which

you should primarily focus your

attention.

I did not set out to write a policy

speech – and there may be more

than a few of you here wondering

what on earth a former

Environment Minister is doing

talking to a room full of planners

and lawyers about the technical

possibilities of extracting our most

significant energy needs from

renewable sources. Here’s why:

Many of you in your professional

lives run up against claims about

the benefits and negative impacts of

competing energy sources. Many of

you have to think about alternatives

and get some feeling for what is

likely over different timescales. And

those in the policy community

dealing with an issue like climate

change have to decide where they

should try to make progress locally

or nationally bearing in mind that

the problem is global and the

development of new technologies

will unroll globally on different

timescales.

But the big picture is rarely spelt

out. And it is a very complex

picture. Now one way people react

to complexity is by boiling things

down to a few very simple

propositions which provide

comfort and, let’s be honest, a way

of out of having to think too hard in

the face of that complexity. I don’t

criticise that approach – it’s the way

most of us cope with information

overload. But it’s important to

challenge simple propositions from

time to time.

On the issue of energy supplies and

their relationship to the issue of

greenhouse gas emissions, I

frequently encounter two simple

propositions. One is that

renewables will take care of the

problem; the other is that there

must be a big technological

breakthrough round the corner.

Sometimes they’re held by the same

people, sometimes not.

My assessment, for what it’s worth,

is that the ‘big picture’ is currently

telling us this:

● For practical purposes there is

no shortage of fossil fuels

(although I accept that this is

contentious in some quarters);

● Renewables are a valuable

source of energy if reliance on

fossil fuels with their

accompanying emissions is to

be reduced. They do not,

however, provide anything like

a complete answer within a 30

year time-scale or longer.

Continued fossil fuel use is

inevitable – the challenge is to

access the least carbon-

intensive sources and use them

as efficiently as possible

● The contribution renewables

can make varies significantly

on a regional basis;

● While formidable technical

barriers stand in the way of

improved performance by all

technologies using renewable

energy (other than hydro),

electricity generation offers a

wider variety of implementable

options in the short to medium

term. If governments were to

collaborate on very long-term

R&D at the global level, solar

power options probably justify

the biggest investments;

● Fossil fuels are likely to retain

their dominance in transport

where the entire world

economy has been engineered

around liquid fossil fuel;

● The ability of renewables to

help reduce fossil fuel use in

the transport sector in the

current generation is very low

and likely to remain that way

for at least 20 – 30 years;

● Anyone wanting to make an

early, serious dent in transport

emissions would be looking at

regulatory and/or price

constraints that make already

commercial hybrid-electric

vehicles even more attractive.

They would also be looking to

change the direction towards

ever larger, heavier vehicles

Renewables are

a valuable source

of energy if

reliance on fossil

fuels with their

accompanying

emissions is to

be reduced
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that have in recent years

gobbled any efficiency gains.

Compared with steps like

these, the impact of urban

design constraints seems

negligible;

● Governments wishing to shift

the trajectory of emissions

growth will need to

supplement any market place

incentives and R&D initiatives

designed to break the fossil fuel

technology lock-in with equal

emphasis on energy efficiency.

This potential is probably

much cheaper to realise

especially when there is no

renewable silver bullet waiting

in the wings at this point;

The conclusions for New Zealand I

leave you to draw. Clearly there are

good prospects for additional

electricity generated from

renewables especially if people are

prepared to weigh greenhouse

gases equally in the scales with

much more visible environmental

impacts. Equally clearly, many of

the technical breakthroughs needed

to enable us to rely much more on

renewable energy sources are likely

to come from abroad – particularly

improved means of generating

electricity from solar radiation and

the fuels and power trains needed

for clean transport systems. Some

of those technologies – such as

hybrid-electric vehicles particularly

for urban use – are already

available. The speed of their market

penetration will depend in part on

regulatory standards.

Although energy produced from

renewable sources will have a

regional flavour, the R&D

challenges – like the environmental

risks we face – are global. For that

reason, there are strong reasons for

small countries to stay closely

engaged with international efforts

to seek technical solutions.

This has been a speech full of facts.

I’ve tried to be as accurate as I can. But

the thing which really struck me in

gathering the material together is how

nebulous a lot of the estimates are.

Despite all the talk about renewables,

the IEA advises that there has not thus

far been a systematic attempt to

assess, country by country, renewable

potentials. The figures I gave you for

New Zealand put together by

Professor Sims are the sort of numbers

needed at the regional and global

level. This is the base information on

which any debate about the potential

contribution of renewables should

rest. In the meantime, I hope I’ve

given a glimpse of how interesting

and complex this subject is so that

next time someone blandly promotes

or discredits renewables you’ll be in a

position to note that it’s a bit more

complicated than they might

suppose!
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The Training, Assessment

and Certification

Programme for RMA

Decision-Makers was launched by

the Minister for the Environment,

the Hon Marion Hobbs on 18

October 2004. 

Called ‘Making Good Decisions’,

the programme is a partnership

between the Ministry for the

Environment and Local

Government New Zealand. It is

aimed at ensuring decision-makers

exhibit a consistent level of

competency and professionalism in

their consideration of notified

resource consents, plan changes

and designations under the RMA.

The Programme seeks to provide

participants with the skills and

knowledge they need to perform

this critical role. Those registering

for the Programme will have the

opportunity to:

● attend two-day training

workshops held in

convenient locations

throughout the country in

February and March 2005.

● have their understanding

of the workshop material

tested; and

● have their achievement of

specific competencies

recognized through

certification by June 2005.

The workshops cover a wide range

of material, from the theoretical

(such as the various statutory tests)

through to the very practical (such

as recognising bias, handling the

media, and drafting enforceable

conditions). 

Participation in the Programme is

welcomed from elected and

independent commissioners,

whether experienced or not.

Successful participants in the

programme are likely to be

appointed to hearing committees

on this basis.

Although participation at the stage

is voluntary, the Government is

seeking to make certification for

chairs of hearing committees a

mandatory requirement within 12

months following the amendments

to the RMA. A similar requirement

would also apply to a majority of

any constituted hearing committee

members within 24 months of

enactment. These changes are to be

made in concert with other

amendments which would require

consent authorities to adopt an

inquisitorial approach to RMA

hearings.

The training, assessment and

certification package will be

delivered by the University of

Auckland’s Centre for Continuing

Education. 

To register, contact Libby Passau at

the Centre on 09 373-7599

x88532, or via

l.passau@auckland.ac.nz For

general queries on the Programme,

contact John McSweeney at the

Ministry on 04 917-7561, or via

john.mcsweeney@mfe.govt.nz

“Making Good
Decisions” 

Calling for Registrations to Training and Certification
Programme for Hearing Commissioners

John McSweeney, Senior Adviser, Ministry for the Environment
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BACKGROUND

The integrated management

of natural and physical

resources is one of the

matters which permeate the

Resource Management Act 1991

(“RMA”). For example, reference to

the integrated management of

natural and physical resources is

explicit in relation to the functions

of Regional Councils and Territorial

Authorities (ss 29-30), and forms

the basis for preparation of

Regional Policy Statements (s 59).

This article will explore this theme

in relation to major projects and the

current proposals for review of the

RMA.

Two key areas of the RMA review

launched by Associate Minister for

the Environment, David Benson-

Pope, in May 2004 include

achieving the right balance of

national and local interests, and

improving the consent decision

making process.

However, these issues are not new

and have dogged the debate about

the RMA for some time. In

particular, achieving speed of

decision making was cited as one of

the intended benefits of the

legislation when the Bill was

introduced into Parliament by

Geoffrey Palmer in 1989.

Subsequently, Alan Dormer in the

report commissioned by the

Business Roundtable The Resource

Management Act 1991 – The transition

and business in 1994 observed that

the uniform procedure for obtaining

resource consent and the provision

made for joint hearing of

applications by Local Authorities

was a “distinct improvement” on the

previous legislation. But

notwithstanding these favourable

comments the debate about the

RMA has continued. Particular

interest has focused on energy and

transport projects.

PROPOSALS FOR
IMPROVING THE RMA

So what is proposed in

relation to matters of national

interest and consent

procedures in relation to major

projects? In September 2004 the

Associate Minister announced a

“comprehensive package of RMA

improvements” including a flexible

“menu” of options in relation to

infrastructure projects. The options

include:

● Central Government providing

information about the national

interest through a submission

on a project;

● Funding an independent co-

ordinator to ensure processes

are run effectively;

● Directing that an application

be heard jointly by Local

Authorities if consent is

required from more than one

of them; or

● Appointing a person to the

hearing panel.

In addition, to the more flexible

“menu” of options which are to be

made available to Local Authorities

to assist them in balancing

“competing national benefits and

local costs” the proposals for

improving the RMA also suggest

amendments to the call-in

procedure under s 140 of the RMA.

These include:

● Extending the range of

applications that can be

subject to the Minister’s

call-in powers to include

private plan changes,

designations, and heritage

orders;

● Providing a body of

appropriately skilled

commissioners from

whom members of the

Board of Inquiry into a

particular project will be

appointed; and

● Restricting appeal rights to

points of law only.

These measures are complemented

by other proposals which seek to

In Search of Integration
Trevor Daya-Winterbottom, Barrister
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enhance the role of the primary

hearing before the relevant Local

Authority by encouraging decision-

makers to adopt a more

inquisitorial approach to the

hearing process, and by limiting the

scope of Environment Court

hearings on appeal:

... by requiring the Court

to have regard to the local

consent authority’s

decision and to conduct a

rehearing to focus only on

matters in contention

rather than starting again.

HOW WILL THESE
CHANGES IMPROVE 
THE RMA?

Will these proposed

changes achieve the

desired outcome in

terms of the balance between

“competing national benefits and

local costs”? The Ministry has

expressed the view that:

Decision makers,

applicants and

communities will benefit

from having more suitable

processes and improved

information for

applications that raise

issues of national

importance.

However, before analyzing the

proposals in detail it is necessary

understand the issues relating to

transport and energy infrastructure

projects. Whilst no comprehensive

study has been carried out in

relation to major projects in

general, the report Streamlining

RMA Approvals for Land Transport

Projects – A study of delays in major

roading projects published by the

Ministry for the Environment in

2003 will be of some assistance.

STREAMLINING
APPROVALS FOR
MAJOR PROJECTS

The report found that the

time taken for major

transport projects in New

Zealand is affected by a number of

factors. These include the impact of

the project on private property, the

number of resource consents

required for the project, the

number of Local Authorities

involved in the process, and

whether any appeals are lodged

with the Environment Court.

The number of resource consents

required for a project will in

practice be determined by the scale

of the project. This in turn will

determine the number of Local

Authorities involved in the consent

process. The scale of the project will

not, however, respect the artificial

boundaries fixed under the Local

Government Acts 1974-2002

which determine the territorial

jurisdiction of Local Authorities. As

a result some projects will straddle

administrative boundaries and

involve more than one Territorial

Authority.

Whilst the RMA enables a single

application to be made to the

Regional Council for any coastal

permits, water permits, or discharge

permits required in connection

with a project, the procedures

under the RMA dictate that separate

applications must be lodged with

the relevant Territorial Authorities

for any designations or land use

consents required in relation to the

project. Added to the complexity of

these administrative arrangements

is the possibility that different

standards may be imposed in

relation to a project by the statutory

planning instruments prepared by

the various Local Authorities

involved.

The report noted that structural

reform of Local Government could

resolve these problems. For

example:

Local government reform

could reduce the number

of local government units

in New Zealand. This

might include adopting

the concept of unitary

authorities, or creating a

single National

Environmental Protection

Agency to manage all RMA

approvals.

Different

standards may

be imposed in

relation to a

project by the

statutory

planning

instruments
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Another solution that was not

canvassed in the report could

include amending Part VIII of the

RMA to transfer jurisdiction for

processing designations from

Territorial Authorities to Regional

Councils. This would enable a

single application to be made to the

relevant Regional Council for the

designation and all resource

consents required in connection

with a project, whilst at national

level for projects which straddle

Regional boundaries the number of

Local Authorities involved in the

process would be reduced and the

joint hearing procedures under the

RMA could be used to provide a

single preliminary hearing and

decision.

In terms of managing the effects of

growth there appears to be strong

argument for designations to be

included in the Regional Policy

Statement in order to achieve the

integrated management of natural

and physical resources.

Similarly, problems in relation to

conflicting standards being applied

to projects under different plans

could be resolved by amending the

RMA provisions relating to the

preparation of Regional Plans to

make the preparation of a single

Regional Plan mandatory.

Alternatively, the problem of

different standards being applied to

projects could be resolved by

preparation of National Policy

Statements and National

Environmental Standards.

Other matters which were outside

the scope of the report include the

limited categories of Network

Utility Operators defined by s 166

of the RMA. It is submitted that the

restriction on the persons who may

be approved as Requiring

Authorities under s 167 of the RMA

with the power to designate for a

project, by virtue of their being

defined as Network Utility

Operators under the RMA, can

produce absurd results. For

example, a Local Authority is able to

designate for waste management

facilities (e.g. transfer stations,

landfills, and composting plants)

whereas non-Local Authority

providers of waste management

facilities are required to obtain land

use consent in the normal way.

There appears to be no rational

explanation for this distinction as

persons undertaking drainage or

sewerage systems can be approved

as Requiring Authorities irrespective

of whether they are defined as a

Local Authority.

Another matter relevant to achieving

integrated management of natural

and physical resources which was

alluded to in the report is the

diffusion of projects into a

multiplicity of resource consent

applications based on the rules in

District and Regional Plans which

regulate activities. Rather than being

interpreted as providing the

cumulative reasons which trigger the

need for consent to be obtained, the

specific activities regulated by

individual rules can sometimes

become the focus of attention almost

to the exclusion of a global

conception of the project as a whole

and its overall effects on the

environment both positive and

adverse.

Both s 88 of the RMA and the

prescribed form of application for

resource consent (Form 9) refer to

“activity” in terms which are

synonymous with the “project” for

which consent is sought. Indeed,

the only express distinction made

in Form 9 in relation to the

different consents which may be

required for a project relates to the

different types of resource consents

defined by s 87 of the RMA.

However, Form 9 merely requires

the different types of consent

required in connection with a

project to be listed in the

application. It does not require

separate applications to be made for

each of the different types of

consent which may be required in

relation to the project.

PROPOSED CHANGES
TO IMPROVE THE RMA

The changes proposed in the

comprehensive package of

improvements to the RMA

announced by the Associate

Minister in September 2004 will,

therefore, assist in resolving some

Individual rules

can sometimes

become the

focus of

attention almost

to the exclusion

of a global

conception
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(but not all) of the matters which

currently affect major projects. For

example, directing that resource

consent applications be heard

jointly by Local Authorities if

consent is required from more than

one of them, and extending the

range of applications that can be

subject to the Minister’s call in

powers under s 138 of the RMA

should assist in achieving

integrated management of natural

and physical resources and enable a

global view of a project as a whole

to be to be taken. These changes

will be of distinct advantage in

addressing cross-boundary issues.

Generally, however, it is unclear

what advantages would be

produced by implementing the

proposed changes to the RMA.

Arguably, the range of options

provided in the package of

improvements for expressing the

national interest in relation to

major projects is confusing, and

without national policy guidance it

is unlikely that the most

appropriate option will be selected

in all cases. Given the Ministry’s

own estimate that there may be as

few as only six projects of national

significance processed under the

RMA per year it is questionable

whether the case load justifies the

uncertainty which could arise as a

result of the proposed changes.

The proposed changes also fail to

address the core concerns

articulated in the study on

streamlining approvals for major

projects referred to above. In

particular, the proposed changes

will not reduce the number of Local

Authorities involved in the consent

process for major projects or reduce

the number of consents required.

Similarly, the proposed changes will

not provide a uniform consent

process for all major infrastructure

projects.

Finally, the full range of options

does not appear to have been

considered in relation to the

consent process following call-in by

the Minister. For example, the

direct referral of applications to the

Environment Court following call-

in has not been expressly

considered as an alternative to

revamping the little used Board of

Inquiry process. Beyond that,

limiting the jurisdiction of the

Environment Court to points of law

will reduce the supervisory role of

the Court in relation to the

consistent interpretation and

implementation of the RMA so far

as major projects are concerned.
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DOCUMENTATION
AWARD

The winner of the

Documentation Award for

excellence in statutory

resource management documents

was Pyes Pa West Urbanisation

Project. This was a joint project by

Grasshopper Properties (NZ) Ltd,

Beca Carter Hollings and Ferner

Ltd, assisted by S & L Consultants,

in association with Tauranga City

Council, Western Bay of Plenty

District Council, and the Bay of

Plenty Regional Council.

It involved resource consent

applications to all the three

Councils and changes to the

Western Bay of Plenty District Plan

and Tauranga District Plan, with

the entire process taking 17 months

from the commencement of

analysis of environmental effects to

the resolution of appeals. The

judging panel considered that the

innovative approach to this project

was carried through into the

documents themselves.

The other two entries for this award

were:

1. Waikato Regional Policy

Statement Proposed Change

No. 1 - Geothermal; together

with Proposed Waikato

Regional Plan, Proposed

Variation No. 2 - Geothermal,

and

2. Rotorua District Council

Proposed Variation 12 : Lakes

A zone, Rotorua District Plan.

The efforts in lodging the entries for

the Documentation Award were

acknowledged at the conference

dinner. RMLA will be calling for

nominations for the award again

prior to next year’s conference.

OUTSTANDING
PERSON OF THE YEAR

The 2004 Resource

Management Law

Association “Outstanding

Person of the Year” award was this

year presented to Jim Guthrie of

Anderson Lloyd, Dunedin. Jim will

be well known to members of the

Association, not only for his

outstanding contribution to the

law, but also for his contribution to

conservation and also to the

community, particularly in the area

of medical research. Jim is a

former chairperson of the Medical

Research Council of New Zealand

and of the Health Research

Council of New Zealand, as well as

of the New Zealand Conservation

Authority. He is also a past

Chairman of the New Zealand Law

Society Resource Management

(now Environmental) Law

Committee, and has represented

the legal profession on the

Environment Court Liaison

Committee. Jim was also a

member of the National

Committee of the Resource

Management Law Association from

1999-2003.

Jim has been Lead Counsel on

many environmental law cases. His

most recent high profile case was

acting as Lead Counsel for Meridian

Energy in Project Aqua, which was

the largest development, in terms of

cost and numbers of consents that

has ever been proposed under the

Resource Management Act regime.

His past cases, too numerous to list,

include acting for Government,

Non-governmental organisations,

individuals and developers. He

continues to act as a consultant to

Anderson Lloyd, a firm which he

joined in 1972, becoming a partner

there in 1974. The Association

wishes him well in the continuation

of his practice, and in his fight

against Parkinsons Disease, which

has caused his early retirement

from partnership. 

RMLA AWARDS 2004
The RMLA Awards were presented at the conference dinner at Taupo on Saturday 2 October

2004.
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THE DOMINO EFFECT

The recent High Court

decision of Kennedys Bush

Development Limited v

Christchurch City Council (HC

Christchurch, 2/9/2004, CIV 2004

485 1189, Chisholm J) has

confirmed the need for those

assessing any plan change

applications to consider carefully

what future plan change or

resource consent applications

might ‘inevitably follow’ from

granting that first application. In

doing so, the Court confirmed that,

in this case, the so called ‘domino

effect’ as described by the

Environment Court was a

cumulative effect in terms of s3 of

the Resource Management Act

1991 (“RMA”).

Kennedy’s Bush Development

Limited (“KBDL”) owned a small

farm in the Port Hills near

Christchurch. KBDL sought to have

47 hectares of its land rezoned to a

residential zone. The zoning, if

granted, would result in a

residential enclave above the rural

Lansdowne Heights land. There was

an access easement between KBDL

and Lansdowne Heights Limited so

that in future if the KBDL land was

developed, Lansdowne Heights

Limited could in turn develop its

land with access from uphill (ie

from the KBDL land).

One of the reasons that the

Environment Court refused the

rezoning was that residential

activity on the KBDL site would

almost inevitably mean that sooner

or later there would be an

application for a resource consent

or for a plan change for some or all

of the land below the KBDL land

and Old Tai Tapu Road (the

domino effect). The Environment

Court commented that if such an

application was made there would

be a powerful argument for further

intrusions into the rural landscape.

The Court also commented that the

strong likelihood of such a proposal

was shown by the easement

arrangement between KBDL and

Lansdowne Heights Limited. 

KBDL appealed to the High Court

on several grounds including that

the domino effect discussed by the

Environment Court was not an

effect in terms of s3 of the RMA as

interpreted in Dye v Auckland

Regional Council [2002] 1 NZLR

337, but was in fact a precedent

effect which, in terms of the Court

of Appeal decision, was outside the

scope of s3. KBDL argued that

before an effect could qualify for

consideration there had to be a high

probability of it occurring. By

failing to turn its mind to the

probability of a domino effect

occurring, KBDL argued that the

Environment Court had failed to

take into account a relevant

consideration. This submission was

broadly supported by Christchurch

City Council. 

The Kennedy’s Bush Road

Neighbours Association, who

opposed the appeal, argued that as

the Environment Court had found

that the rezoning of the appellant’s

land would ‘almost inevitably’

mean that sooner or later there will

be an application for a resource

consent for a plan change for some

or all of the land below the KBDL

land, the domino effect was taken

into account by the Environment

Court and was sufficiently probable

to qualify as a cumulative effect

within the meaning of the RMA.

The High Court in broad terms

accepted the argument presented

by the Kennedy’s Bush Road

Neighbours Association. The

Court agreed that the necessary

probability was established and

that the domino effect as

described in the Environment

Court qualified as a cumulative

effect in terms of s3. The appeal

failed on this, and the other

grounds raised, and was

accordingly dismissed. 

Case Notes

Bal Matheson and Stephanie Browne, Russell McVeagh
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BLANKET EXPIRY
TERMS 

In Robert & Brooke-Taylor v

Marlborough District Council

(W67/2004) the Environment

Court addressed the validity of a

blanket consent term imposed by

the Council as a result of an

agreement by Council with local

iwi. The decision also comments

on the relevance of iwi foreshore

and seabed claims to the RMA

process.

The appellants sought resource

consents from the Marlborough

District Council for the

construction of a combined fixed

and floating jetty in the Pelorus

Sounds. A jetty had been located on

the site in the past, and the

property which it would service

was not otherwise accessible by a

road or by any other jetty and had

been occupied since at least 1891.

The proposed jetty was intended to

be permanent (with a minimum

design life of 50 years), and was

expected to cost approximately

$90,000. The consent period

sought was 35 years. 

The Council granted consent for

the jetty, but only for a period of 10

years. The decision recorded that

this 10 year duration was based on

“...[a] matter which has been agreed

upon with iwi and accordingly has

meant that no submissions in

opposition are lodged for coastal

permits by the iwi concerned.” The

appellants argued that there was no

reference to this as a practice,

policy or otherwise in the relevant

operative plan, and that the only

reference is on the Council’s

website where it states that

“Council practice is to grant

consents for 15 years in the inner

sounds and 10 years in the outer

sounds, in accordance with

agreements with iwi.” The Council’s

decision also included a standard

footnote stating, amongst other

things, that the coastal permit was

without prejudice to the claim of Te

Tau Ihu Iwi to customary

ownership of the foreshore and/or

seabed at this site.

The Council’s evidence to the

Environment Court explained how

this agreement with local iwi had

evolved, and recorded that over

2,600 other consents had been

granted since that understanding

was reached with iwi, all of which

had had a 10 or 15 year term

imposed by Marlborough District

Council on the same grounds.

The issues for the Court were:

whether there was a valid resource

management reason arising from

the plan provisions for the 10 year

term; whether the agreement with

iwi referred to in the Council’s

decision was ultra vires the RMA;

and what would an appropriate

term be? 

The Court said that while it could see

the administrative efficiency

advantages of the Council’s decision to

include a blanket expiry term in each

consent, that blanket expiry term was

misdirected and “an unnecessary road

block in the appellant’s sustainable

use of resources”. The Court noted

that there was no reference in the

Sounds Plan that indicated that a term

of consent for a jetty or any other

structure would be subject to a

restricted term by reason of a policy or

practice relating to any agreement

with iwi. 

In respect of the vires of the

agreement with iwi, the Court held

that the seabed claim is not an

effect on the environment, and that

who ‘owns’ the resource is

irrelevant to the RMA. Rather, it is

the relationship of Måori and their

culture and traditions with their

ancestral lands and the sustainable

management of resources which is a

relevant RMA matter, and in this

case that relationship was

unaffected by the proposed activity.

(The Court appeared to distinguish

the decision of Ngati Rangi Trust v

Manawatu-Wanganui Regional

Council A067/04 on the basis of its

understanding that in that case

there was evidence as to the effects

on Mãori and the relationship with

the sustainable management of the

resource.) The Court held that in

this case the consent term did not

relate to an adverse effect on the

environment, and did not fairly and

reasonably relate to the activity

authorised by the consent (hence it

the Court held

that the seabed

claim is not an

effect on the

environment, and

that who ‘owns’

the resource is

irrelevant to the

RMA
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failed two of the three Newbury

tests). The Court also noted that the

use of a blanket 10 year term as a

default mechanism effectively

fettered the discretion of the

Marlborough District Council. 

In respect of the third point, the

Court noted that ‘as much security

of term as is consistent with

sustainable management should be

the norm’, and held that a term of

20 years would be appropriate

(subject to a review condition to be

agreed between the parties). 

EXTENSION OF APPEAL
PERIOD

Arecent declaration by the

Environment Court has

confirmed that a council is

entitled to extend the period within

which appeals must be lodged to

the Environment Court against any

decisions by that council on any

proposed plan, provided that any

such extension is granted at the

same time as it issues those

decisions. In Metro Water Limited v

Auckland Regional Council

(A127/2004), Metro Water Limited

sought a declaration as to the

power of the Auckland Regional

Council (“ARC”) to extend the time

period for lodging appeals against

the ARC’s decision on the Proposed

Regional Plan: Air, Land and Water. 

The Court discussed the interaction

of ss37, 281 and clause 1(2) of the

First Schedule of the RMA and

concluded that, once a decision is

notified by a council, jurisdiction in

terms of granting waivers to time

periods set out it the RMA passes to

the Environment Court. The Court

decided that clause 1(2), read in

conjunction with s37, should be

interpreted as being limited by

implication to exclude the power of

a council to extend the period for

appeals to the Environment Court

after its decision is delivered. If

someone with an appropriate

interest in a case wishes to seek a

waiver of the time for lodging an

appeal after service of the notice of

decision, applications can then be

made to the Environment Court

pursuant to s281. It is the service of

the notice of the decision that

triggers the period for any appeal

under clause 14(4) of the First

Schedule.

The Court determined, however,

that a council is entitled to extend

the period for lodging appeals to

the Environment Court at the time

it serves notice of its decision, and

made the following declaration: 

(a) That s.37 of the Resource

Management Act 1991 and

clause 1(2) of the First

Schedule to the Act confer on

the Auckland Regional Council

jurisdiction to extend the time

period set out in clause 14(4)

of the First Schedule to the Act

for lodging appeals to the

Environment Court against the

Regional Council’s decision on

its proposed Regional Plan: Air,

Land and Water, provided the

extended period is notified to

affected parties when service of

the notice of decision itself is

effected. 

(b) Such jurisdiction can be

exercised by the Auckland

Regional Council of its own

motion or on the application of

any party. 

(c) Any extended period notified

as above for lodging appeals to

the Environment Court will be

available to all submitters to

the proposed plan.

The Court also commented that, as

a result of the Resource

Management Amendment Act

2003, the new s37A imposes

various constraints upon a consent

authority or local authority when

determining whether to extend a

time limit under s37. 

UNDUE COUNCIL
DELAY IN PROCESSING
APPLICATIONS

In Pakawau Perna Trust v Tasman

District Council (C134/2004)

Pakawau Perna Trust and

others (“Applicants”) obtained an

enforcement order directing the

Council to process their

applications for renewals of marine

farming coastal permits without

delay. 

The Applicants had existing marine

farms in the Golden Bay area. The

marine farming licences expired

and the Applicants continued to

operate pursuant to s124 of the

RMA while they were waiting for

Tasman District Council to process

their resource consent applications

for renewals of the marine farm

coastal permits. The Council was

refusing to process the applications,

ie notify the applications and set

them down for hearing. The
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Applicants sought an interim

enforcement order application

under ss314(1)(b)(i) and 320 of the

RMA that Tasman District Council

process their applications. As the

applications for coastal permits

were all lodged with the Council

before 1 August 2003, the pre-

amendment RMA applied to the

applications and their processing,

however, the application for the

enforcement order was dealt with

under the post-amendment RMA. 

The Council argued that its

omission to process the

applications for coastal permits was

because of the unresolved

provisions of the Proposed District

Coastal Plan which was before the

Environment Court. The Council

submitted that the Court should

use its discretion and refuse to

make the enforcement order. It was

argued that the Applicant’s

priorities were protected by the

Fleetwing “first come first served”

principle for the granting of

resource consents, and that it

would be administratively cheaper

and more convenient to wait on the

final decision of the Coastal Plan by

the Environment Court. The

Applicants argued that the

Council’s reasons for delay were not

adequate and submitted that the

Court direct that the Council

process the applications. 

The Court held that the timeline for

processing of applications laid

down in the RMA should be

complied with, unless there is a

very good reason not to. The Court

gave three reasons as to why the

Council should continue to process

the applications:

(a) To have their applications

determined one way or another

would give the Applicants the

security of knowing where they

stood, as compared to the

present uncertainty. It was also

briefly noted that there may be

some strategic advantage to the

Applicants in having their

coastal permits considered

before the Coastal Plan

becomes operative. 

(b) There would not be a large loss

suffered by the Council or

ratepayers as with regard to

any time commitments in

processing the application the

Council could contract out the

report and appoint an

independent commissioner to

hear the applications. The

Council would be able to

recover from the Applicants at

least some of the cost of

processing and hearing

applications. 

(c) The outcome of the references

on the Coastal Plan was not at

present “in the hands of the

Court” as the parties were

trying to reach agreement

outside of the Court and the

Applicants, as one of the

Referee’s on the Coastal Plan,

“may have little incentive to

reach agreement in the short

term given their position on

these applications”.

Accordingly, the Court issued a

declaration that, pursuant to

s314(1)(b)(i) the Tasman District

Council is to comply with the RMA

by processing the applications for

renewals of marine farm coastal

permits by notifying the

applications, deciding whether to

hold hearings, and if so, notify and

hold the hearings and to make

decisions on the applications in

accordance with the RMA. 

The Court held

that the timeline

for processing of

applications laid

down in the

RMA should be

complied with
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material and the Editor accepts no responsibility for such material.

Karol Helmink,
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Tel/Fax: (9) 626-6068, 

Email: karol.helmink@xtra.co.nz
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Resource Management Journal
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